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THEME: ACID RAIN 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of sour objects (lemon, 

cranberries, etc.). Asks 

children to color picture 

of them. 

Teacher asks children 

what feelings arise if sour 

products are eaten. 

Discuss how sour 

products are made 

sweeter.  

Children try water and lemon juice. 

Try to explain differences of taste.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational cartoon 

about acid rain (channel: 

YouTube).   

Teacher discuss what 

happens if acid 

substances like lemon 

juice fells on scarfs. 

Discuss what should be 

done to reduce pollution 

in environment.  

Teacher shows pictures of 

environmental impact due to acid 

rains. Discuss what is wrong in 

these pictures. Asks children with 

markers to draw necessary things to 

return nature in right condition 

(leaves on trees, grass on ground 

etc.). Makes exhibition of work.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows pictures 

of environmental impact 

due to acid rains. 

Discuss what impact 

arises if forests are not 

producing oxygen.  

Children receive 

pictures with well-

preserved nature and 

nature sights after acid 

rains. Needs to sort 

them.  

Teacher explains the acid 

rain reasons (pollution, 

toxins). Describes most 

factors of pollution 

(heating plants, car 

emission) and its direct 

influence to human health 

if acid rains arise from 

these types of pollution. 

Children makes project work 

divided in groups by 4.  

On large sheets draws different 

objects that produces toxins that 

contains acid rain. Discuss if such 

objects are in close surrounding of 

preschool.  
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THEME: ACIDS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are making 

applique work of one 

vegetable and lemonade. 

Teacher explains that 

there are products that 

may harm body if used 

too much. Ask children to 

name such products.  

Children taste different acidic 

products and sort them in healthy 

and not healthy. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows pictures 

of different acidic 

products. Later teacher 

gives magazines and 

children are asked to 

make common group 

work – find pictures of 

acidic products and stich 

to poster.  

Teacher explains children 

that products consist not 

only by small units, but 

also has invisible 

“characteristics” of acidic 

features. Discuss how 

often these products can 

be eaten and what 

influence they have to 

body.  

Children taste different acidic 

products and sort them – sweet, 

neutral or sour. Discuss that not 

taste but pH level determines 

categorization of product.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with product groups of 

light acidic, mid acidic 

and high acidic 

products. Discuss which 

products children have 

eaten. Sort pictures of 

products that can be 

eaten in morning, 

midday and evening.  

Teacher explains that not 

only products can be 

acidic, but there are also 

different acids around us. 

Explains for what 

purposes uses medical 

acids and safety rules 

using them. 

Teacher provides possibility to test 

acidic products with litter paper. 

After that all together with children 

go to kitchen and cooks vegetables. 

Then tests once more products. 

Determine if the level of pH has 

changed. Discuss what vegetables 

is better to eat.  
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THEME: AIR AND BUBBLES 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teachers show how in 

a glass with liquid 

blowing air true straw 

are made air bubbles.  

Bubbles appear on the 

top of liquid and 

break, but nothing 

happens, because they 

are filled with air. 

Dish is filled with soup 

water and someone is 

blowing in it - kids are 

listening to the sound 

of it, listen to sound of 

breaking bubbles. 

Kids are blowing soup bubbles 

and try to touch them. Come to 

conclusion that they break when 

someone touches them. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher takes 

equipment for big 

soup bubble making 

and shows how to 

make big bubbles. 

Puts the equipment in 

soup water and blows 

air in it, where its 

trapped.   

Kids blow air in 

balloon and burst the 

bubble. After they 

make soup bubble, 

burst them and listen to 

sound of it bursting. 

Teacher explains why 

bursting a thick 

material it makes 

louder sound and why 

bursting a thinner 

material like soup 

bubbles. 

Kids blow air in balloon and let 

them go(fly). Then they blow 

soup bubbles and determine 

which fly higher and faster and 

which slower. Then teacher 

explains why, if they have same 

air in it movement is different. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Kids check aquarium 

and fishes in it. 

Teacher explains that 

fishes also bread 

under water just like 

us. When fish exhale 

the air goes to the top 

of water, making air 

bubble.  

Kids are listening to 

sound that is made 

when fish is making 

the air bubble(exhale). 

Compare sound when 

they make air bubble. 

Kids observe how by blowing 

air true a straw in a dish with 

soup water they make soup 

bubbles. And when bubble get 

in a contact with air o top of 

water in breaks. 
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THEME: AIR 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of different weather 

conditions and asks 

children to show in 

pictures where is air and 

what it is like.  

Teacher asks children to 

describe “air”. Helps 

them to find 

characteristics of 

different weather 

conditions and relation to 

air temperature. 

Teacher with children blow up 

balloons. Discuss if the air is in 

balloons and what happens if 

balloons bursts. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

experiment with balloon 

that is blown and 

pierced with sharp 

pencil. Discuss where is 

air and what happens if 

air has way out of 

balloon. 

Teacher with children 

learns song with 

movements in native 

language (sample): 
I’m thinking of something 

that I cannot see, 

But I know that it’s all 

around me. 

Otherwise how does a goose 

fly so high… 

And what keeps a kite up 

when it’s up in the sky? 

I’m thinking of something 

that I cannot feel, 

I can’t hold it or touch it but 

I know that it’s real. 

It’s something inside of a 

bubble. 

It’s something more 

precious than gold. 

It’s something you need 

when we’re children. 

It’s something we need 

when we’re old. 

I’m thinking of something 

that sometimes I hear. 

I don’t know where it is but 

I know that it’s near. 

It turns into wind when it’s 

moving around 

When it bumps into 

something it causes a sound 

I’m thinking of something 

that keeps me alive, 

And everything living needs 

this to survive. 

I’m thinking of something 

you find everywhere. 

Do you know what I’m 

thinking of?... 

I’m thinking of … AIR! 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher blows up two 

balloons and attach a 

piece of string to each. 

Holds one balloon by 

the string in each hand 

and position the two 

balloons so that they 

are at teachers nose 

level and 6 inches 

apart. Blows hard into 

the space between the 

balloons. This lowers 

the air pressure. The 

pressure of the 

surrounding air is now 

higher and it will push 

the balloons together. 

Teacher with children blow up 

balloons. Gives children very sharp 

pencils and asks them to pierce 

balloons. The air does not goes out 

if done fast. Discuss why the air 

didn’t blow out. 
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THEME: WEIGHT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are making 

from plasticine different 

vegetables.  

Teacher explains that 

there are products that 

may harm body if used 

too much and those 

which are super healthy. 

Ask children to name 

such products.  

Children taste different alkaline 

products and sort them in healthy 

and not healthy. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows pictures 

of different alkaline 

products. Later teacher 

gives magazines and 

children are asked to 

make common group 

work – find pictures of 

alkaline products and 

stick to poster.  

Teacher explains children 

that products consist not 

only by small units, but 

also has invisible 

“characteristics” of 

alkaline features. Discuss 

how often these products 

can be eaten and what 

influence they have to 

body.  

Children taste different alkaline 

products and sort them – sweet, 

neutral or sour. Discuss that not 

taste but pH level determines 

categorization of product.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with product groups of 

light alkaline, mid 

alkaline and high 

alkaline products. 

Discuss which products 

children have eaten. 

Sort pictures of products 

that can be eaten in 

morning, midday and 

evening.  

Teacher explains why 

vegetables are important 

part of healthy food. 

Discuss what vegetables 

children like and why.  

Discuss which vegetables 

do prefer certain animals.  

Teacher provides possibility to test 

alkaline products with litter paper. 

After that all together with children 

go to kitchen and cooks vegetables. 

Then tests once more products. 

Determine if the level of pH has 

changed. Discuss what vegetables 

are better to eat.  
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THEME: AMORPHOUS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows how 

from plasticine can be 

built house, bridge 

and car.  

Teacher shows pictures 

of puddle, liquid paste 

and plasticine. Asks 

what is common to 

these items? 

Makes human figure from 

plasticine.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are making 

common project work 

divided in groups by 

4. From Play-DOH 

paste there are created 

figures of animals. 

Discuss what are 

objects that can change 

their form during life 

cycle (plasticine, 

pillows, etc.). Discuss 

ehy it happens if 

compared with solid 

objects. 

Children make their own elastic 

paste from (300g favor, 200 g 

salt, 1 glass water, 3 table 

spoons oil). 

When paste is finished add food 

coloring. 

Can be kept in fridge.  

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

education movie file – 

experiment 

Amorphous Solid 

(channel: YouTube). 

Discuss content and 

what happens during 

experiment with 

children. 

Teacher teaches word 

“amorphous” and 

provides synonyms. 

Explains that all 

substances differ also 

due to their small 

items- atoms.  

Asks if children know 

objects in nature that 

are amorphous. 

Teacher with childrens melts 

vax. Each child adds food colors 

and fix in can wire.  

Then adds melted wax and 

created candle.  

Discuss in group why vax is 

considered to be amorphous 

substance but candle is solid.  
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THEME: ATOM 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are making 

from LEGO bricks 

human figure.  

Teacher discusses what 

smallest thing children 

know in world is. Discuss 

in group what objects that 

consist of several small 

items are.  

Children are given kinesthetic sand 

and they make sculptures. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational cartoon 

What is Atom (channel: 

YouTube). 

Discuss if atom can be 

seen. 

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (sample): 
I'm matter, you're matter, 

everything is atom matter 

Doesn't matter what it is 

It's a matter of a million 

substances 

All things are made when 

the atoms combine 

Atoms are building blocks, 

'bout one hundred kinds 

Atoms make molecules 

when they combine 

Chemical reactions make 

life entwine 

 

Children are given kinesthetic sand 

and they make sculptures. When 

finished teacher asks to find the 

smallest unit of sand and compares 

it with atom.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational cartoon 

What is Atom (channel: 

YouTube). 

Discuss how big is atom 

and where it can be 

observed.  

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (sample): 
We call it matter, it has 

mass and occupies space. 

...has mass ...occupies space 

Solid, liquid, and invisible 

gases 

occupy space and have 

mass. 

We know... 

Just one element is what an 

atom is made of. 

Just one element is what an 

atom is made of. 

It’s called an atom, 

the smallest piece of matter 

we know. 

... smallest piece of matter 

we know. 

You can’t see it with a 

regular microscope, 

but it retains the properties 

the element holds. 

 

Children are given kinesthetic sand 

and they make sculptures. When 

finished teacher asks to find the 

smallest unit of sand and compares 

it with atom.  

Children observe sand grain in 

microscope and try to give 

characteristics of it.  
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THEME: BALANCE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows small 

and big pumpkins. 

Puts them on balance 

and shows that 

balance is equal for 

one big pumpkin and 

several small. 

Teacher explains that 

objects can differ by 

size (big / small apples, 

stones). Explains that 

object that is bigger is 

heavier. Asks children 

to name heavy objects 

and light objects.  

Teacher takes in group different 

size apples. Asks children to 

take in both hands apples and 

name which is heavier.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

pictures with different 

objects (stones, 

animals, human, 

vehicle, etc.). Asks to 

sort in sequence of 

weight from light to 

heavy. 

Teacher explains the 

word “balance”. 

Discuss what can be 

also be in balance 

(children walking on 

balance-beam; child on 

bicycle, etc.). 

Teacher takes in group different 

size apples and balance. Asks 

children to put equal number of 

apples in both balance side and 

observe if balance is equal (will 

not be). Then asks children to 

make balance equal by adding 

or taking of some apples. 

Discuss that amount is not 

related to weight.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are 

introduced to balance 

and measurement of 

different objects that 

both side of balance 

are equal. Determine 

which side of balance 

is heavier. 

Teacher explains the 

word “balance”, 

provides synonyms. 

Discuss where else 

children have heard 

word “balance” and in 

what nature processes 

it can be observed.  

Teacher invites children to 

determine their weight on 

balance. When finished teacher 

asks to put on sugar packs of 1 

kg to find that is equal to the 

child weight. Teacher invites 

children to count how many 

sugar packs are equal to their 

weight and observe if the sugar 

packages heap is the same tall as 

child. 
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THEME: BRIDGE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are making 

applique work of 

bridge. When finished 

makes the group 

exhibition.  

Teacher asks children 

to repeat the word 

“bridge” and asks to 

tell what is under the 

bridge, what objects 

are on bridge (cars, 

public transport, 

humans). Discuss if 

they have seen bridges.  

Teacher with children makes 

bridge in group – the board is 

put on 2 low objects. Teacher 

invites children to pass the 

bridge. Helps to those who are 

affraid. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children makes group 

work – builds bridge 

from wooden sticks 

that are paste together. 

Teacher shows 

pictures of state most 

famous bridges and 

discuss differences 

with children build 

bridges. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
London Bridge is falling 

down 

Falling down, falling down 

London Bridge is falling 

down  

My fair lady 

 

Build it up with iron bars 

Iron bars, iron bars 

Build it up with iron bars 

My fair lady 

 

Iron bars will bend and 

break 

Bend and break, bend and 

break 

Iron bars will bend and 

break 

My fair lady 

 

Build it up with god and 

silver 

Gold and silver, gold and 

silver 

Build it up with gold and 

silver 

My fair lady 

 

London Bridge is falling 

down 

Falling down, falling down 

London Bridge is falling 

down 

M-y-y f-a-i-r l-a-d-y 

Children are asked to build the 

bridge from LEGO bricks so 

that toy cars can be placed on it. 

Children learns the principles of 

building it and teacher supports 

to make it balanced.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

pictures of state most 

famous bridges and 

discuss differences 

with children build 

bridges. Asks children 

to use their 

imagination and draw 

the bridge that should 

built in state. Makes 

the exhibition of 

dream bridges.  

Outdoors teacher provides 

recycled nature materials, glue 

and ropes. Asks children to 

build bridge over any object.   
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THEME: BURNING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows the light 

of candle, burning 

process of paper and 

burning in spirits lamp. 

Discuss the 

characteristics of fire. 

Asks children to tell what 

else can burn. 

Children are making installation – 

wooden bricks and fire from 

plasticine on it.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with fire generation 

tools (woods, fuel, 

candles, etc). Identify 

what burns in each 

process.  

Teacher explains what 

good things can rise from 

fire and when fire makes 

harm. Discuss safety 

rules in actions with fire.  

Children try to heat on spirits lamp 

test tube with water. Teacher 

observes each child actions and 

experiment is done one by one.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational stand with 

pictures of resources 

that are natural and non-

natural in process of 

burning. Asks children 

to sort them and identify 

in which fire is powerful 

and in which – less.  

Teacher explains what 

good things can rise from 

fire and when fire makes 

harm. Debate what 

actions should be done if 

conflagration is seen. 

Discuss safety rules in 

actions with fire.  

 

Children try to heat on spirits lamp 

test tube with water. After 

determines temperature of water 

with thermometer. Teacher 

observes each child actions and 

experiment is done one by one.  
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THEME: CAPACITY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of empty, 

half-filled and full 

baskets of berries. 

Asks to sort which 

will have most 

berries, which will be 

heavy etc. 

Teacher explains that 

object can be filled 

with different other 

objects. Asks to give 

examples from daily 

life.  

Each child has bottle and is 

asked to fill it with sand to be 

full. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

pictures of canned 

food, empty jar and 

jar with apples. Ask 

what is purpose of 

packaging and in 

which pictures are 

most products used.  

Teacher asks children 

to identify why 

sometimes bottles are 

filled full and 

sometimes – half. What 

is difference in use, 

advantages and 

disadvantages of fully 

and not fully filled 

bottles?  

Children have 3 similar bowls 

and are asked to fill one with 

chestnuts, one with apples and 

one with balls. Children count 

objects in each bowl and discuss 

why number of objects is 

different if bowls are similar.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with information of 

packaging process. 

Provides pictures of 

products that are fully 

filled (canned food, 

bottles, etc.). 

Teacher explains the 

term “capacity” by 

giving information that 

space is limited and 

can be filled up with 

certain number / 

amount of objects. 

Asks for samples about 

limited space (tooth 

paste tube, bottle of 

water, etc.). 

Children have 3 similar bowls 

and are asked to fill one with 

chestnuts, one with apples and 

one with balls. Children count 

objects in each bowl and discuss 

why number of objects is 

different if bowls are similar.  

Try to use the same number of 

objects and observe if position 

of objects in bowl are similar.  
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THEME:Carbohydrates 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

 

The preschool teacher  brings the 

food(beans,bread,rice,potatoes,macaroni 

etc.)  which have the most carbohydrate 

to the classroom.Children are asked to 

examine these food. 

 

The preschool teacher has 

children watched the ppt called 

‘’Food with carbohydrates’’. 

After the presentation it is chatted 

about the efficacies of 

carbohydrated food. 

 

The game ‘’Let’s find the Carbohydrated 

food’’ is played.The preschool teacher puts 

every kind of food(including fruit and 

vegetables) on the activity desk.Children are 

asked to choose the carbohydrated food. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

 

 

The preschool teacher asks children to  

go to activity desks.They are asked to 

paint the work page with carbohydrated 

food.After painting some carbohydrated 

food are said as samples. 

 

The preschool teacher teaches the 

song ‘’Carbohydrates’’ to the 

children: 

Carbohydrates 

Give energy to the body 

Honey,wheat,sugar 

Are the samples  

 

 

 
 

The game ‘’Carbohydrate’’ is played.Two 

children are selected as the doctor and the 

patient. 

Patient:Doctor,i have a problem. 

Doctor:What is the matter with you? 

Patient:I walk too slowly.I want to move 

quickly. 

Doctor:You need carbohydrate.You should 

eat carbohydrated food every day. 

 

 

The game keeps going impromptuly. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

 

The preschool teacher says to the 

children to go to the activity desks.The 

pictures on which are carbohydrated 

food are delivered to the children.The 

children are asked to complete the 

pictures with the technique of tearing-

sticking and colored papers. 

 

The preschool teacher reads the 

story called ‘’Three friends’’ 

(carbohydrate,lipid,protein) by 

showing the pictures 

 

The children are played the game ‘’Matching 

the cards’’by the preschool teacher.The cards 

on which are carbohydrated food  are aligned 

on the desk.The cards are prepared by 

twos.The children are asked to examine these 

cards.After that the cards are alinged 

complicatingly and turned upside down.The 

children are asked to find the same cards in 

the shortest time. 
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THEME:CEMENT PRODUCTION 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 Y
A

Ş
 

The preschool teacher puts cement 

on the activity desks.He/She wants 

children feel it by touching.He/She 

says it is called ’’cement’’ and 

tells we build our houses by using 

it. 

The preschool teacher has children 

watch a power point presentation 

related to cement production. 

It has children plat the game ’’Let’s build a 

house’’.The preschool teacher prepares one 

triangle box and two rectangle boxes with full of 

cement that children can carry and they should be 

enough for two children.Children are divided into 

groups of two.The child who carries the boxes to 

the certain distance and completes the house in the 

shortest time wins the game. 

3
 –

 5
 Y

A
Ş

 

The preschool teacher has the 

children watch the video of  ’’A 

day in a cement factory’’.After 

that it is chatted with the children 

about cement production and 

usage. 

The preschool teacher prepares a 

puppet show related to cement 

production and he/she gives 

information about it.After that 

he/she wants children have the 

puppets bugded. 

The game of  ’completing the puzzle’ is 

played.The preschool teacher has the child who 

completes the cement puzzle in the shotest time 

been clapped. 

5
 –

 7
 Y

A
Ş

 

The preschool teacher delivers the 

work paper in which is 

brick,construction and builder to 

the children.He/she wants the 

children painted them.After that it 

is asked to the builder what is 

needed to build the 

construction.After the answer of 

cement from the children,they are 

asked to draw cement bags on the 

work paper. 

The cement tongue twister is 

taught to children by the preschool 

teacher: 

I am made of clay and limestone  

Builders stir me with water 

I am used for the houses to be built 

The preschool teacher takes the chidren out to the 

garden.He/she introduces cement,pebbles,sand and 

small metal trowel that he/she brought from 

outside to the children.He/she mixes cement , 

pebbles and sand with water.It is said that this 

mixture is mortar.It is chatted about where this 

mortar is used.After that he/she wants them to 

spread mortar onto the clean wall in the garden 

and to observe it. 
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THEME:CHEMICAL COMBINATION OF FOOD 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

 

The preschool teacher hangs 

pictures of various fruit and 

vegetables on the notice 

board.He/she gives 

information by chatting 

colours,tastes,shapes of food 

and their formation.After 

that he/she has them 

watched an educative 

cartoon ’vitamins’. 

 
 

  

The preschool teacher gives information to 

the children about food and their chemical 

compenents.After that the song ’VITAMINS’ 

is taught to the children: 

They have the vitamin A 

They have the vitamin C 

Tomatoes,cabbage 

They have the vitamin B 

They have the vitamin E 

In the hazelnuts,peanuts,chickpeas 

Vegetables give power, 

Makes us healthy 

Spinach,pease  

Leeks,beans 

They have vitamins 

And minerals 

 

The preschool teacher gives information to the 

children about there are a lot of chemical 

components in the formations of food.After that the 

names of the vitamins in the chemical components 

of food are given to the children(Vitamins A,C,D, 

B,E) and music is on.Among the children one it is 

chosen.It turns off the music,says a chemical 

component and that child sits down but the others 

stand up. 

 

 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

 

The preschool teacher hangs the 

pictures of various food on the 

notice board and does the 

necessary explanations about 

chemical change of food.After 

that he/she has them watched a 

educative cartoon called 

’Human body’.Then,work 

pages are given and asked them 

to circle the food which has 

water in food components in the 

picture. 

 

 

 

 

The prescchool teacher gives information 

about the food and their chemical 

components(water,carbohydrate,lipids,vit

amins,proteins).Vocal topic expression 

called  ’ Fat-soluble vitamins’ has the 

children been listened.          

 

The preschool teacher gives information about 

many chemical components in the food 

formations.After that the game of  ’Formation of  

food’ is played.The children are divided into 6 

groups(water,carbohydrate,proteins,lipids,vitamins,

minerals).Then,music is on and the children dance 

freely.When the music stops,the children go their 

own group and hold each other’s hands.The child 

who goes into the wrong group fires and goes out of 

the game.The game goes on like that. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

  
 

The preschool teacher hangs 

the pictures of food which 

have food 

components(water, 
carbohydrate,lipids,proteins,

vitamins,minerals) on the 

notice board.He/She 

explains food components in 

the way they can 

understand.After that work 

pages are delivered to them 

and they are asked to group 

the pictures of the food 

which have the same 

components.  

 

The preschool teacher talks about the 

chemical components of food and has the 

children be informed about them.After 

that a documentary about the subject has 

the children be watched. 

 

  

The preschool teacher gives information to the children 

about there are a lot of chemical components in the food 

formation.After that the experiment ’’Molecules in 

Water’’ is done.He/She says they will experiment with 

milk,three kinds of food coloring,washing liquid and ear 

stick.He/She pours milk into the washtub and drops food 

coloring onto the different parts.After that he/she 

immerses the ear stick into the washing liquid and makes 

touch it onto the food coloring in milk.Because the 

molecules in milk are attached to each other tightly,they 

want to separate when you immerse the washing liquid, 

and because they don’t separate,they do different 

actions.The ear stick  is turned and its different forms are 

watched.It is asked the children to immerse the washing 

liquid into the milk and to do different shapes.After that it 

is chatted about the experiment. 
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THEME: CHEMISTRY AND 

PROFESSIONS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Shows pictures of 

chemist, food 

analysist and lab 

specialist. Explain 

what does what.  

Teacher talks with 

children about their 

parents professions. 

Identifies related to 

chemistry and asks 

children to explain 

what parent does.  

Teacher with children put on 

chemistry lab clothing, face 

masks, tries to put on gloves, 

protecting glasses etc. Teacher 

explains why it is important.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Shows pictures of  

pharmaceutist, 

cosmetician, chemist 

in building sciences, 

food analysist and 

other not to chemistry 

related professions. 

Ask to find related 

professions from 

picture. 

Teacher names most 

popular chemistry 

professions and 

describes what 

specialist does what. 

Talks why these 

professions are 

necessary for daily life.  

Asks children to make project 

work divided in groups by 4. 

Each group has specific 

profession (pharmaceutist, 

cosmetician, chemist in building 

sciences, food analysist) and 

needs to draw around him what 

objects he need to do his work.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

All the activity is 

realized outside 

preschool in 

appropriate enterprise 

visit.  

Observes equipment 

chemist use daily, 

safety requirements, 

infrastructure of work. 

All the activity is 

realized outside 

preschool in 

appropriate enterprise 

visit.  

Children talks with 

chemist, who describes 

his daily duties, work 

results and necessity of 

this work. 

All the activity is realized 

outside preschool in appropriate 

enterprise visit.  

Children try chemists skills with 

simple screwing, observing, etc. 

actions and reflecting to 

chemists questions.  
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THEME: COLOR MIXING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows to kids 

three main colors 

(blue, red and yellow). 

Teacher in front of 

kids mixes two main 

colors. Kids have to 

tell teacher what color 

it is after mixing two 

main colors. 

Teacher prepares two 

dishes with blue color. 

Kids have aim to make 

noise when color is 

lighter - clap their 

hands, when its darker 

– hit the floor with 

their feet. In one dish 

add white color in 

other black. 

Kids put water over paper (make 

it wet) and add drop of water 

colors and watches it spreading 

on it. Then add different drop of 

color on it and watches colors 

mixing in to a different color. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Kids are given 

different color truesee 

paper (film). Kids 

have to say what kind 

of color they see 

putting one page on 

other. 

Kids mix different 

artificial food colors 

together with water 

telling what kind of 

colors mixing together 

they get in the end. 

Kids mix different artificial food 

colors together with water, take 

photos of that and put photos in 

order from lightest to darkest.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

In front of kids on the 

table are main 

gouache colors: blue, 

yellow, red. Kids have 

to mix this colors to 

get different kind of 

color: 

Blue + red = violet,  

Blue + yellow =green,   

Yellow + red = 

orange. 

Teacher shows 

different  gouache 

colors. Kids call out 

loud name of color and 

also take respective 

qouache color, that is 

standing in front of 

them.  Teachers tells 

out loud which colors 

they have to mix to get 

respective color, for 

example:  

Blue + red = violet,  

Blue + yellow = green, 

Yellow + red = orange. 

Kids also call out loud 

this colors and mix 

them together. 

 

  

Kids work with different 

gouache colors with different 

texture. Blue color is smooth 

texture,  red coarse, yellow 

floury (adding to color sand or 

salt). Kids touch dried out paper 

with respective color and they 

feel every colors  texture and 

difference. After they take brush 

and mix up different colors and 

paint with them after it dries out 

they realize that colors are 

different and texture is also 

different.  
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THEME: CONDENSATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are asked to 

use plasticine for 

creating drops of 

water. Then these 

drops are sticked to 

prior prepared window 

Picture. 

Teacher tells children 

how drops forms in 

nature (bew, rain and 

other type). Asks 

children have they seen 

vapour and where.  

Teacher invites children to 

observe in kitchen how arises 

vapour. When pot with water has 

boiled teacher with glass bowl 

demonstrates “catching” of 

vapour. Gives children to try 

what hapens if vapour in glass 

bowl is touched. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children draws with 

crayons nature sights 

with drops. When 

finished works are 

grouped by type (dew, 

rain etc.) 

Teacher tells how water 

in nature can be seen 

(dew, rain and other 

type). Explains that 

drops are small 

amounts of water. Asks 

which season drops are 

observed on window. 

Explains why. 

Teacher invites children to 

observe in kitchen how arises 

vapour. When pot with water has 

boiled teacher with glass bowl 

demonstrates “catching” of 

vapour. Gives children to try 

what hapens if vapour in glass 

bowl is touched. Gives several 

bowls to children and asks them 

what taste has condesate, is it 

warm, etc. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Chilren draws with 

teacher project work – 

sea, sun, cloud with 

rain up the ground. 

When finished teacher 

helps to mark cycle. 

Teacher explains that in 

nature process of 

condensation from 

water that warms in sun 

up to developing rain 

clouds. Uses children 

project work to 

demostrate cycle of 

process. 

Children are invited to try 

experiment of water heating. 

Teacher with children turns on 

experiments cooker with 

hardened glass pot filled with 

water. When boiled teacher puts 

on hardened glass cover and 

children can observe vapour turn 

into condensation. After children 

can touch condensate. 
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THEME: CORROSION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher brings some 

metallic objects that 

have been outside and 

have corrosion.  

Teacher tells that 

majority of metallic 

objects being outside 

are damaged by 

corrosion.  

Discuss what objects 

still have corrosion 

signs.  

Teacher with children try to 

clean corrosion from metallic 

objects. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

different metallic 

objects pictures where 

some of objects have 

corrosion. Teacher 

asks what has happen 

with these objects.  

Teacher asks if 

children know how 

looks like rust and 

where it can be found.  

Discuss why children 

should be careful on 

metallic objects with 

rust.  

Outdoors children find metallic 

object with corrosion. Takes 

fabric and smears it with rust. 

Then indoors put lemon slice in 

gauze and puts in on spot of 

rust. Teacher with iron warms it 

up. Children observe if spot is 

missing.  

 

  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of metallic objects 

lifecycle and 

describes in details 

when and why 

corrosion can be 

observed.   

Teacher explains word 

“corrosion”. Discuss 

where mainly can be 

observed corrosion and 

if it means unclean 

place. Discuss how do 

rust looks like.  

Outdoors children find metallic 

object with corrosion. Takes 

fabric and smears it with rust. 

Then indoors put lemon slice in 

gauze and puts in on spot of 

rust. Teacher with iron warms it 

up. Children observe if spot is 

missing.  

Try to do the same with lemon 

slice and iron outdoors and 

check if rust disappears.  
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THEME: COUPLING SUBSTANCES 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows what 

impact has if water is 

mixed with food 

coloring and if oil is 

mixed with water.  

Teacher explains what 

safety rules needs to be 

considered in work 

with mixing 

substances. 

Each child is given different 

dishes and bottles with 

substances. Mixes them and 

observes.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

experiment of 

elephant toothpaste. 

Teacher uses 35% 

hydrogen peroxide, 

food coloring, dish 

soap, saturated 

potassium iodide.  

Elephant toothpaste is 

the decomposition 

process of hydrogen 

peroxide, while yeast / 

potassium iodide 

works as a catalyst to 

break down the 

hydrogen peroxide 

into oxygen and 

water. Soap will then 

mixed with the 

oxygen and water, 

which turn into foam. 

 
 

Teacher explains what 

safety rules needs to be 

considered in work 

with mixing 

substances.  

Children mix water with large 

amount of starch. Children 

observes what characteristics 

mixed substance has when is 

kept calm and when hit in bowl. 

Tries to move spoon in it and 

later – finger.  

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher explains what 

safety rules needs to be 

considered in work 

with mixing 

substances. 

Explains most popular 

substances and where 

is written names of it.   

Children try in testing-tubes to 

mix substances: 

- Water with food 

coloring; 

- Water with metal 

component. 

Water, liquid soap drop and 

vinegar in closed bottle which is 

shacked (teacher observe 

process).  
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THEME: CRYSTALS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are making 

snowflakes from 

paper.  

Teacher explains 

how snowflakes 

are arising in 

nature.  

Teacher makes with children 

experiment of growing crystals.  
Materials 

Epsom Salt  

Clean Glass jars or round glass votives like 

these 

Liquid Watercolors  (optional) Note: these 

are concentrated so a little goes a long 

way; these are one of the best art supplies 

you can invest in! 

Water 

Bowl or glass measuring cup 

Fork 

Microwave (optional) 

Instructions 

1. Measure a ratio of 1:1 water to Epsom 

Salt for this project. Add 1 cup of Epsom salt 

to your jar/votive.  If you are working with 

larger jars feel free to add more salt but be 

sure to make a note of how much so you can 

add the same amount of water. 

2. Add 1 cup of water to a microwave safe 

bowl. Heat the water in the microwave for 

45 seconds. Alternatively use very hot tap 

water and skip the microwave. 

3. If you are using color, add a dash of 

liquid watercolor to the water. Stir. 

4.  Pour the water into the jar with the salt. 

Do this quickly so that the water is warm. 

Stir the salt and water for 1-2 minutes to 

dissolve the salt. We stirred for 2 minutes on 

most of our experiments.  Don’t worry if 

some of the salt remains undissolved at the 

bottom of the jar. 

5. Place the jar in the back of your 

refrigerator. Alternatively, quick cool the 

mixture for 10 minutes in the freezer and 

then move it to the refrigerator. Cooling in 

the freezer first yielded crystal growth in 

90% of experiments.  

6. Leave the mixture overnight in the 

fridge.  Crystals may start forming in as 

little as 3 hours. 

7. Carefully pour out the extra liquid. It’s 

okay to leave a little liquid at the bottom of 

the jar. 8. Use a wet paper towel to gently 

wipe away excess salt and color that may be 

on the upper portion of the jar. 

 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are making 

bracelets, crowns and 

other objects by 

sticking pearls to 

paper objects.  

Teacher reads the 

story about jewels 

in native language. 

Discuss what 

characteristics 

have jewels in 

story.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows the 

form of cube (crystal) 

and asks children to 

measure distance 

between pearls in 

cube. Discuss order.  

Teacher explains 

that crystals arises 

in certain 

conditions and 

names most 

popular crystals 

(snowflakes, 

diamonds). 

Discuss what is 

similar to them 

(glitter, nice look) 

and what different.  

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000JJAVPQ/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B000JJAVPQ&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00N9B27ZS/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00N9B27ZS&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20&linkId=B2ZBELEPMLHRG2QB
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00N9B27ZS/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B00N9B27ZS&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20&linkId=B2ZBELEPMLHRG2QB
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000GPNLE6/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B000GPNLE6&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20&linkId=VURZJPAPK3JJWEQH
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000JJAVPQ/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B000JJAVPQ&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B000JJAVPQ/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=390957&creativeASIN=B000JJAVPQ&linkCode=as2&tag=cribeastr-20
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http://babbledabbledo.com/science-for-kids-crystal-garden/ 

  

 

  

http://babbledabbledo.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/Science-for-Kids-Crystal-Garden1.jpg
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THEME: DAYTIME 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children makes 

applique of morning 

actions (prior 

prepared objects – 

plate with breakfast, 

toothpaste, clothing 

etc.). 

Teacher explains words 

“day” and “night”. 

Discuss what can be 

done in day. Teacher 

describes how daytime 

influence nature. 

Outdoors children observe 

which day part is it now and 

discuss how it can be observed 

by nature objects. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw what is their 

favorite action to do 

in daytime. When 

finished children 

make short 

presentation of their 

picture. 

Teacher explains word 

“daytime”. Discuss day 

schedule of children. 

Compare it with 

parents day time 

schedule.  

Outdoors children observe 

which day part is it now and 

discuss how it can be observed 

by nature objects. 

Teacher explains the sun 

movement and directions and 

children mark position of sun. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher with poster 

shows the process of 

moving sun and 

different parts of day 

(morning, midday, 

afternoon, evening). 

Children draw their 

favorite part of day 

and then discuss 

which is majority 

decision and why. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
In the day sky the sun is up 

In the day sky the birds fly 

high  

In the day sky a rainbow 

shines  

There are many things we 

see in the day sky  

In the night sky the moon is 

out  

In the night sky the stars 

shine bright In the night sky 

the planets glow  

There are many things we 

see in the night sky 

(Jack Hartmann) 

Outdoors children observe 

which day part is it now and 

discuss how it can be observed 

by nature objects. 

Teacher explains the sun 

movement and directions and 

children mark position of sun. 

Teacher helps children to make 

sun clock with shadow.  
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THEME: DEFORMATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Chılren work with 

plasticine. They make 

bridge on prior 

prepared river picture 

on carton. 

Teacher explains 

meaning of words 

“heavy”, “stable”, 

“changing”. Aks 

children to provide 

explanation of words 

with samples from 

nature. 

Children creates in group bridge 

from LEGO bricks. When 

finished teacher with children 

put on bridge one, several and lot 

of cards. Explains concept of 

amount.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are drawing 

tree (crayons) with 

apples (finger colors). 

When finished teacher 

discuss if tree is full of 

apples does it let down 

branches in autumns. 

Teacher talks about the 

changes in nature and 

impact of it (tree 

broking, shoes wear 

out). Explains that 

weight and 

environment has impact 

to every object in 

nature.  

Children picks from outdoors 

tree branch. Children hang up 

in branches fruits until branches 

are broken. Teacher explains 

relation of deformation to tree. 

Children counts how many 

fruits lead to branch broking.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children draws 

pictures with bridge. 

When finished teacher 

gives sample paper 

cars and children stick 

them on bridge.  

Teacher explains word 

“deformation” and 

provides synonyms to 

this word. Discuss with 

children where in 

nature deformation can 

be observed.  

Children are making installation 

of bridge from pasta. When 

bridge is finished teacher 

supports children in sticking to it 

supplemental weight. Actions 

are continued until bridge 

brokes. Teacher with children 

discuss relation of weight and 

bridge broking as sample of 

deformation consequences.  
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THEME: DENSITY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of rock, 

plastics and downs. 

Asks which are lighter. 

Asks children to tell 

where they have seen 

these objects and what 

was color / shape of it. 

Teacher tells that every 

thing in this life consist 

of small parts, that 

every part has it’s own 

place. Asks children to 

call objects which are 

made from small units 

(LEGO tower, sand 

palace, etc.)  

Outdoors teacher gives children 

to touch different rocks and asks 

them to build one big rock. When 

finished teacher reminds that the 

same type every object that is big 

consist of small units.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Asks children to create 

from prepared carton 

cubes one big (10 x 10 

cm). Provdes glue. 

When prepared 

teacher explaines that 

this type is every 

object built from small 

units.  

Teacher teaches word 

“density”. Teacher tells 

that hard objects 

usually are more dende 

than air or soap 

bubbles. Also dense 

objects usually weights 

more (compares brick 

and the same size 

sponge). Motivates to 

ask questions regarding 

what is hard and 

weight. 

Teacher invides children to test 

different objects with closed 

eyes with similar shape / size. 

Provides similar boxes of 

rocks, sand, liquid soap and 

empty one. Asks children to 

sequence objects in range from 

most dense. Asks to explain 

sequence. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher gives to every 

child cup with pearls 

and two identic ropes.  

On one rope teacher 

asks to thread 5 pearls 

in identical spaces. On 

other rope – fully 

thread pearls. Teacher 

describes that density 

is close to rope – if 

obejct is lighter and 

smother then density is 

low. If opposite – 

density is high. 

Explains why 

necessary to know 

density of object.  

Teacher adapts song in 

native language like 
Float, float, float a leaf 

Gently out to sea 

It will float, does not sink 

Positive buoyancy 

 

Drop, drop, drop a rock 

into the big blue sea 

It will sink, does not float 

Negative buoyancy 

 

Dive, dive, dive with gear 

Scuba in the sea 

In between sink and float 

Neutral buoyancy. 

 

Teacher divides childen in 

groups by 4. Provides each group 

bowl with water, leaf, rocks, 

ballon with air. Teacher allows to 

test children which objects flow, 

which sink and what happens if 

air is laxed when baloon is under 

water.  

Teacher ask children to 

determine which are objects with 

higher density and which – with 

lower. 
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THEME: DEVELOPMENT OF 

VEHICLES 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children makes 

applique work – car 

with wheels. 

Teacher talks with 

children what part of 

cars they can name and 

what are safety rules in 

car.  

Children are asked to choose 

they favorite car toy and 

describe the parts of it. Touches 

wheels, windows etc.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of development of 

vehicles (carriage, 

bicycle, retro car, 

modern car, future 

car). 

Children are given 

different pictures of 

vehicles and they have 

to order them from 

earliest created to 

latest. 

Teacher discuses with 

children types of 

vehicles they know. 

Discuses safety rules in 

every of these vehicles. 

Children develops their vehicle 

model by recycled materials. 

Creates exhibition of models.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of development of 

vehicles (carriage, 

bicycle, retro car, 

modern car, future 

car). Discuss the 

differences. 

Teacher explains what 

common parts do all 

vehicles have (seat, 

wheels, steering-

wheel). Discuss for 

what purposes do all 

these parts are used for. 

Children develops their vehicle 

model by prior prepared 

components. Children by 

themselves can decorate 

vehicles. Tests which vehicle 

moves faster.  
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THEME: DEW 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children make 

applique work of 

plant. After they use 

sticking pearls to 

decorate it with 

transparent pearls. 

Teacher explains that dew is 

water drop. Asks children to 

tell how it looks like, smell, 

taste etc. 

In the morning outdoors 

children are asked to 

identify the objects that 

have dew. Children 

touches it and teacher 

asks to explain feeling. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children makes 

project work divided 

in groups by 4. On 

large paper sheet 

children draws objects 

on which arises dew. 

Decorates it with 

transparent sticking 

pearls. 

Teacher learns with children 

song in native language 

(sample): 
Every little drop of water every little 
drop of rain 

All the water on this planet will come 

around again 

Every ocean and every puddle every 

lake and every stream 

Every little drop of water everyone 

should keep it clean. 

Together with teacher 

makes water drops on 

plans and discuss if it 

dew. Tries how fast dew 

disappears if plant is left 

in cold / warm place. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children with teacher 

makes photo collage 

of different nature 

processes where dew 

is observed. Discuss 

when dew can mostly 

be observed. 

Teacher learns with children 

musical game in native 

language (sample): 
Way up in the sky (jump high) 

The little birds fly (flap arms) 

While down in the nest (form nest with 

arms) 

The little birds rest (hands next to 

head like napping) 

Shhh! THEY'RE SLEEPING! (stage 

whipser shh! shout they're sleeping). 

With a wing on the left (fold left arm 

under) 

And a wing on the right (fold right 

arm under) 

The little birds sleep (hands next to 

head like napping) 

All through the night. 

Shhh! THEY'RE SLEEPING! (stage 

whipser shh! shout they're sleeping). 

The bright sun comes up (jump high 

with arms above head) 

The dew goes away (hands like 

banging on a keyboard) 

Good morning, good morning the 

little birds say (raise arms up and 

down).  

 
 

In the morning outdoors 

children observe dew – 

determines on what 

objects it is and how 

fast does it disappears. 

Compares feeling of 

touching dew.  
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THEME: DIVERSITY OF SUBSTANCES 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

different substances in 

bottles.  

Teacher asks to reflect 

for what purposes are 

used the typical 

substances.  

Children observes water and 

liquid soap. Teacher mixes and 

after observation children makes 

the bubbles.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

different substances in 

bottles.  

Describes most 

famous substances and 

their use.  

 

Teacher explains the 

main features how 

substances can be 

observed (color, 

consistence, liquidity, 

smell). 

Analyzes with children 

bottles with substances.  

Children try to touch, taste (if 

allowed), wash substances.  

Express their feelings about 

consistence and characteristics 

of these substances. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational movie Pure 

substances and Mixtures 

(channel: YoutTube). 

Discuss what substances 

can be mixed and gives 

samples in nature.  

Discuss if there are pure 

substances in nature and 

which ones.  

Children discuss how to 

identfy is substance is 

mixture.  

Children have a box with sand and 

different nature objects in it. 

Children need to seperate and sort 

pure substances. Children can use 

strainers, brushes, hair-dryer or 

other equipment. 

Presents pure substances when 

finished.  
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THEME: EARTH 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows water, 

sound, rocks, ice 

cubes and explains 

that all these objects 

cover ground. 

Explains that ground 

in also Earth. 

Teacher asks to tell 

what they know about 

Earth. Who lives on 

Earth, what is weather 

like, etc. 

Children from nature materials 

(sand, rocks, water in small 

bowls) in groups by 4 try to 

make model of ground. Created 

on tray.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows model 

of Earth and explains 

what materials forms 

ground and that Earth 

model has round 

shape. Discuss why 

ground is flat but 

Earth round. 

Demonstrates 

different size balls. 

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (sample): 
It's the good earth, where I 
live,  
The good earth so much to 
give 
It's the good earth, the 
only one,  
The good earth that I love 
It's the good earth, blue 
and green,  
The good earth so much to 
see 
It's the good earth, so 
beautiful,  
The good earth that I love 

 

Children outdoors observe the 

ground as surface of earth. 

Determine different materials 

and liquids on ground.  

Inside rooms with nature 

materials creates installation of 

ground. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows model 

of Earth and explains 

what materials forms 

ground and that Earth 

model has round 

shape. Discuss why 

ground is flat but 

Earth round. 

Demonstrates 

different size balls. 

Shows globe and 

discuss the size of 

human and Earth.  

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (sample): 
Let's take care of the earth. 
Let's take care of the earth. 

We only have one and she's 

a lot of fun,  

So, let's take care, take 

care of the earth. 

Pick up trash for the earth. 

Pick up trash for the 

earth…. 
Plant a tree for the earth.  

Plant a tree for the earth…. 

Let's recycle for the 

earth…. 

Let's take care of the earth. 

Let's take care of the 

earth… 

Outdoors children have a 

environmental trip with a map. 

While going through route 

children identify and pick up 

rubish. Discuss why it is 

important to clean and keep 

Earth clean. 
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THEME: EFFECTIVE USE OF ENERGY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

pictures that 

demonstrate effective 

use of energy and 

discuss what is shown 

in these pictures.  

Teacher discuss main 

rules of using energy 

effective (turn out light 

if leaving, switch of 

water while tooth 

brushing, etc.). 

Children are asked to observe if 

rules of effective energy use are 

considered in their working 

room.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher has visual 

material of actions 

that are done to save 

energy and opposite 

one.  

Shows visual material 

how looks territories 

without water, oil 

stations, animals in 

unfavorable 

conditions etc. 

Teacher discuss that 

energy consumption 

can harm nature. 

Provides examples. 

Asks children to 

propose what actions 

are necessary to do to 

save energy and nature. 

Children are asked to observe if 

rules of effective energy use are 

considered in their working 

room. 

If any rule is not considered 

children discuss what should be 

done further to make economic 

use of energy. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows visual 

material of pair 

pictures. One picture 

in pair shows non-

economic use of 

energy, second shows 

consequences in 

nature.  

Teacher discuss that 

energy consumption 

can harm nature. 

Provides examples. 

Asks children to 

propose what actions 

are necessary to do to 

save energy and nature. 

Discuss if all rules are 

considered at home and 

what can help to 

remember these rules 

daily. 

Children are asked to observe if 

rules of effective energy use are 

considered in their working 

room. 

If any rule is not considered 

children discuss what should be 

done further to make economic 

use of energy. 

Makes the informative marks / 

pictures reminding to consider 

economic use of energy. 
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THEME: ELECTRIC BULB 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher demonstrates 

electric bulb. Teacher 

screw it in table lamp 

to show that bulb 

produces light.  

Discuss with children 

where they have seen 

electric bulbs. Asks 

children to tell how 

bulbs look like. 

Children are invited to go 

around preschool premises and 

observe in which lamps are 

electric bulbs.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

electric bulb. Teacher 

screw it in table lamp 

to show that bulb 

produces light.  

Teacher explains the 

components of bulb. 

Discuss with children 

where they have seen 

electric bulbs. Asks 

children to tell how 

bulbs look like. 

Discuss safety rules 

while having light and 

economic use of it.  

Children are given sets of 

Christmas lights and protected 

colors. Children cover with 

color small bulbs and switch the 

lights in to observe new color.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

electric bulb. Teacher 

screw it in table lamp 

to show that bulb 

produces light.  

Teacher explains the 

components of bulb. 

Teacher shows 

pictures how look of 

traditional electric 

bulb and economic 

electric bulb.  

Children discuss who is 

in charge to change 

electric bulbs at their 

home and what actions 

are done to change 

them. Discuss that 

some bulbs are lighter / 

some not so light. 

Discuss for what 

functions humans need 

very light environment. 

Children prepare project work 

divided in groups by 4.  

On large paper sheets they draw 

what safety rules should be 

considered while working with 

light and what actions are 

forbidden. 
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THEME: ELECTRIC CHAIN 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are coloring 

light bulbs with safe 

colors in close 

supervision of teacher.  

Teacher asks where 

children have seen 

lights, when the lights 

are used and what 

safety rupes should be 

considered while being 

close to light. 

Teacher invites children to 

evaluate how colors impacts to 

light bulbs light. Changes and 

turns in table lamp bulbs and aks 

children to name colors.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows classic 

electric chain. Tells 

what every object in 

daily life look like 

(copper wires = wires, 

switch = switch at 

home; bulb = lamp, 

battery = plants). 

Teacher with children 

learns rhymes in native 

language: 
When we get wired we’re a 
wild bunch 

A-hoppin’ and a-poppin’ 

with lot of punch! 

It doesn’t take much, much 

to turn us on 

Its fun to run when you’re 

an electron! 

 

Children try to find in room and 

explain which objects are 

related to electricity and what 

functions do they have. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of electricity flow 

process. Explaines 

what is role of switch, 

wires, source and bulb 

in this process.  

Teacher with children 

learns rhymes in native 

language: 
When we get wired we’re a 
wild bunch 

A-hoppin’ and a-poppin’ 

with lot of punch! 

It doesn’t take much, much 

to turn us on 

Its fun to run when you’re 

an electron! 

We hook right up to our 
power source 

And then we activate... with 

a lot of force!  

We’re hard to stop once we 

get goin’  

You know how it is when 

the juice is flowin’ ! 

 

Children try to make electric 

chain where battery is replaced 

by potatoes or lemons (otner 

components provided to groups). 

Teacher supports and helps to 

avert mistakes in construction of 

electrical chain. 
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THEME: ELECTRICITY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher uses table lamp 

to demostrate that lamp 

switch on light if 

electric bulb is in it and 

lamp has wire to socket.  

 

Teacher demonstrates 

lamp that with turning on 

has buzzing sound. 

Children with closed eyes 

have to determine if lamp 

is turned on or not.  

 

Children turns on lamp by 

themselves and observe light 

process. Children reflects when 

electricity is used and when – not.  

 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher presents 

electric chain with bulb. 

Teacher demostrates 

that with making chain 

bulb lights on.  

 

Discuss the process of 

creation of electricity and 

use of it in daily life.  

Each cild blows up balloon and fix 

it. After that child rubs it at hair 

and brings it a bit higher. All the 

hair sticks to balloon. Teacher 

explains that this is electricity basic 

experiment.  

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher explains the 

production of electricity 

in power-plants 

(pictures), tells about 

turbine that is connected 

to generator which 

produces electricity. The 

electricity flow chain is 

explained to the objects 

in learning room. 

 

Teacher listens to audio 

records of lightning 

(storm), lamp buzzing, 

etc. Loudly identifies the 

source of electricity.  

 

 

Children are presented electrical 

chain and children are asked to 

change sequence of components, 

when done identifies that chain is 

not working. Discuss the process of 

flow. 
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THEME: ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

pictures of electronic 

devices and nature 

objects. Asks to sorts 

them in two groups. 

Teacher talks why 

children are not 

allowed to use 

electronic devices and 

what rules children 

have in their families. 

Children are invited to observe 

what electronic devices are in 

preschool. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children draw picture 

of country-side life 

and city life. Teacher 

askes to choose in 

which picture 

electronic devices can 

make more harm. 

Teacher discusses with 

children what harmful 

impact electronic 

devices can have on 

humans’ health. 

Discuss if such impact 

has been noticed in 

children families.  

Children are asked to observe 

what electric equipment is used 

in kitchen and where should it 

be placed not to harm any body 

health. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

different electronic 

devices and shows 

distances in which 

electromagnetic field 

can reach human 

body.  

Teacher discusses with 

children what harmful 

impact electronic 

devices can have on 

humans health. Discuss 

if such impact has been 

noticed in children 

families.  

Children with teacher observe 

what electric devices they have 

in preschool. Teacher gathers 

whole devices instructions and 

children make warning signs 

what safety actions human must 

observe if close to equipment 

(related to electromagnetic 

field). 
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THEME: ENERGY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of wind, sun, 

water, forest and 

human. Asks what 

characteristics have 

each resource. Tries to 

give characteristics 

common to energy 

topics.  

Teacher explains that 

humans’ energy arises 

from food, activities, 

etc.  

Discuss what children 

activities needs energy.  

Children are asked to play game 

“Day / Night”. While music 

playing everybody is active – 

that’s day. When music stops 

children sleeps on floor – that’s 

night. Discuss and compare 

level of activity in both actions. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

identify and draw 

their daily activities. 

When finished one 

typical daily plan is 

created for group.  

Discuss why energy is 

important for human 

and his daily activities. 

What activities are 

realized only by human 

and in which are used 

devices that need 

energy. 

Children are asked to observe 

energy using devices in 

preschool and identify why this 

device is necessary.  

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with different types of 

energy sources. Asks 

children to sort which 

are produced by 

nature (wind, solar, 

water) and which are 

not natural (battery, 

fuel). 

Discuss the production 

of energy and why 

renewable sources 

harm nature less. 

Teacher tells what 

types of energy uses 

preschool premises. 

Children are asked to observe 

energy using devices in 

preschool and identify why this 

device is necessary.  

Makes project work in groups 

by 4 to identify which devices 

use electricity, which burned 

woods, which solar energy. 
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THEME:FATS 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

 

After the preschool teacher talks to 

the children about food 

groups,she/he hangs the food 

pyramid she/he prepared  in the 

classroom.She /he gives 

information showing the fat parts. 

 

Outside is food,inside is 

wood(olive) 

The wife is inside,her hair is 

outside(corn) 

I am broken as crunchy,eaten as 

crisp;I am gathered in 

Giresun,sent to you(hazelnut) 

These riddles are asked to the 

children and told that these plants 

are useful and rich from oil. 

 

The preschool teacher  creates a concept map 

related to fats.She/he tells the children about the 

game of placing the concept map. 

It should be a map which shows the saturated and 

unsaturated fat and their kinds.It supports the 

children to place the pictured cards  with fish, 

olives,hazelnuts etc.on the suitable places.She/he 

helps the children giving information to place 

rightly. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

 

The preschool teacher leaves the 

work page with the pictures of 

proteins,carbohydrates and fats on 

the tables.She/he wants them to 

find the  food which have fat in 

and color them. 

 

The preschool teacher takes 

attention of the children to the food 

using the puppets.She/gives 

information about the food such as 

proteins and carbohydrates.When 

it is fat’s turn: 

’’I keep warm people’s 

bodies,keep their bodies from 

damages and act to get energy.I am 

in contents of  food such as 

sunflowers,corns and 

butter.’’She/he gives information. 

 

 

 

The preschool teacher tells the children about the 

game she/he prepared.Then she/he determines the 

children who will play in the game. 

Players:The doctor and the patient(the patient is 

prefered to be thin.) 

Patient: (showing she/he is cold)Doctor,i have a 

problem. 

Doctor:What is the matter with you? 

Patient:I am too cold. 

Doctor:You need fat.So,you should eat food such 

as olives,sesame,walnuts,hazelnuts and peanuts. 

The game can  go on spontaneously.The other 

children are added and the game goes on. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

 

The preschool teacher delivers the 

children  the work page which 

shows the process of olive oil 

production and asks them to put 

numbers up to their existing order. 

 

The preschool teacher  has the 

children watched the ppt 

’’Kıpırdak and Şıpırdak’’wh ich 

gives information about  food 

groups and fats.Then,it is chatted 

with children about useful and 

harmful fats. 

 

The preschool teacher takes two children near 

her/him and hangs the smiling face emoticon on 

the first child’s neck ,sad face emoticon on the 

second child’s neck.The child with smiling face 

emoticon symbolizes useful fat,the child with sad 

face emoticon symbolizes harmful fatThe teacher 

asks  one of the children’’your name is 

butter,which one should you go to?’’.If the child 

goes to the part of sad face,she/he is 

applauded.Because he/she is a kindofharmful 

fats.Then she/he asks the other child ’’you are a 

kind of fat which consists of Omega3.Where 

should you go?If the child goes to the part of 

smiling face,she/he is applauded.The game goes 

on while being said fat kinds.The ones who go to 

the right part are applauded but the ones who go to 

the wrong part are corrected by being helped. 
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THEME: FLEXITY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher provides 

children small vases 

and lot of hair rubber. 

Invites children to 

decorate vases by 

puting on vase this 

rubbers and creating 

colorful objects.   

Teacher asks children to 

refer what are elastic 

objects in nature (chewing 

gum, rubber in trousers, 

etc.). Explains difference 

that this object every time 

returns in primar position.  

Teacher asks children to try 

different grimaces to show in 

mirror. When finished teacher 

asks if children have observed 

that what ever is done, face 

returns in primar position. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children with Play-

Dof platicine makes a 

rubber man figure. 

While working, 

material is elastic. 

When finished, it 

hardens and cant be 

transoformed more.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
I'm a rubber band man  

I am I am 

I have no bones at all 

I can shoot in the air with a 

snap 

And land softly when I fall 

I can hang loose, stretch tight 

Bend left, twist right 

I can make any shape I can I 

can 

I'm a rubber band man. 

Each child is given rubber 

and different objects. First 

children try different objects 

to hang up objects with 

different weight. Children 

observe what happens with 

rubber if objects are heavier. 

Notice that rubber is elastic – 

it tries to return in primar 

position. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children with Play-

Dof platicine makes a 

rubber man figure. 

While working, 

material is elastic. 

When finished, it 

hardens and cant be 

transoformed more.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
I'm a rubber band man  

I am I am 

I have no bones at all 

I can shoot in the air with a 

snap 

And land softly when I fall 

I can hang loose, stretch tight 

Bend left, twist right 

I can make any shape I can I 

can 

I'm a rubber band man. 

I can stretch my body in a long, 

thin shape 

I can stretch my body in a 

short, wide shape 

I stretch my nose and fingers 

far from each other 

Far from each other, then let 

them snap back together 

Children outdoors tries to 

make installation of swing. 

When finished children use 

different ropes – rubber, 

cotton, silk and hang in it 

different objects. Observe 

what happens in each case 

when object is thrown from 

upside down. Decides which 

material can be considerable 

as most elastic one.  
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THEME: FORMS OF SUBSTANCES 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of different substances 

and asks to name these 

substances. 

Teacher discuss what is 

nature of different 

substances and why do 

substances differ (air – 

breathe, water – drink, 

bed – sleep). 

Teacher gives different substances 

for children to touch and explore 

them.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher explains with 

pictures what types of 

substances are in world 

and how their forms are 

being classified.  

Makes a collage with 

children of solid, liquid 

and gas objects.   

Teacher learns with 

children song with 

movements in native 

language (sample):  

 
Is it a solid, liquid or a 

gas? 
A solid, liquid or a gas? 
Everything is made of 

something. 
All materials are made of 

matter. 
Matter comes in three 

forms or states, 
Solids, liquids or gas. 
Solids, have their own 

shape, 
A book, a chair, a table or 

plate. 
Solids always keep their 

shape 
Until a force comes along 

to change it! 
Liquids, pour fast or slow, 
Milkshakes, oil or melted 

snow. 
Liquids take the shape you 

know, 
Of whatever is holding 

them. 
Gases, the bubbles in my 

drink. 
The oxygen I breathe that 

helps me think. 
Gases all around 

everywhere. 
So hard to see, but they’re 

still there. 
Is it a solid, liquid or a 

gas? 
A solid, liquid or a gas? 

(Ron Brown) 

Teacher with children makes the 

experiment of elastic bottle. Each 

child needs boiled egg, a bit covered 

by spirit.  

Also child needs bottle with neck a 

bit narrower than egg.  

A bottle should be also washed with 

spirit.  

Teacher puts in bottle lightened 

match and child immediately puts 

the egg on neck of bottle. Starts 

reaction of air and spirit and bottle 

and egg is absorbed in bottle.  

 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with 3 substance 

categories. Gives 

children photos of 

different substances and 

asks to sort them in 

right categories. 
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THEME: FRICTION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are making 

applique on cotton 

covered carton. 

Children sticks to it car 

with tyres.  

Teacher talks with 

children about proceses 

in nature where occures 

friction. Asks children 

if they have observed 

more proceses.  

Children are asked to rub their 

hands with and without gloves. 

Teacher explains that this is not 

only producing heat but also 

more complicated than rub hands 

in air. Teacher asks children to 

try to rub hands in air.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children brings to 

lesson 2 pairs of socks. 

One of them are made 

with glue dots at foot 

part. After it children 

can decorate socks. 

Teacher explains that 

these socks will be 

used in friction 

experiment because 

friction is related to 

surfaces. Ask children 

to think what will be 

diference among 

socks.  

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (Sample): 

 
Friction, 

When things rub together 

Friction, 

Does it matter whether 

Friction, 

A thing is smooth 

Friction, 

It’s not a sound to soothe 

Friction, 

Can it slow things down? 

Friction, 

Can it make a sound? 

Children try to slip through 

room with socks, shoes, on 

plastic surface and towel.  

Observe which is fastest type of 

moving. Teacher explains the 

impact of friction in slipping 

process.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows media 

file “ Friction Lesson 

for Kids (channel 

Youtube) to 

demonstrate cartoon 

based educational 

science movie.  

Teacher explains work 

“friction”. Aks children 

to tell in what processes 

in daily life friction can 

be observed.   

Children uses floor as 

experiments surface. From one to 

other point the car is driven. 

After that floor is covered by 

plastic, towel and other 

materials. Children observe 

which surface is most 

complicated and “slowing” 

movement of car. 
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THEME: GAS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children have 

prepared pictures of 

cooker. They are 

making applique of 

cooker burners and 

pots on it.  

Teacher talks with 

children how the cooker 

is used and what safety 

rules should be 

considered for safe use 

of cooker.  

Teacher shows children 

experiment with soda water that 

is shaked in bottle and darts out 

of bottle. Children are asked to 

try experiment themselves. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are creating 

applique work – 

cooker, cooker 

burners, pots.  

Teacher asks to tell 

how the cookers are 

turned on and 

describes necessity of 

gas.  

Teacher with children 

learns adapted song in 

native language 

(sample): 
 

A gas won’t swish or drop 
or scream, 
But gases surround 

everything. 

Sometimes you forget a gas 

is there 
Until you feel the wind 
blowing through your hair. 

Teacher shows children 

experiment with soda water that 

is shaked in bottle and darts out 

of bottle. Children are asked to 

try experiment themselves. 

Teacher explains that gas is the 

crucial component of process. 

Points difference among gas and 

bubbles. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are creating 

applique work – 

cooker, cooker 

burners, pots.  

Teacher asks to tell 

how the cookers are 

turned on and 

describes necessity of 

gas.  

Children are asked to 

tell about other 

proceses or objects 

which need gas.  

Teacher with children 

learns adapted song in 

native language 

(sample): 
A solid is something that 

you can touch. 

It may bounce or scream but 

it won’t change much. 

A liquid will run right past 

your hand, 

But swish it around in a can. 

A gas won’t swish or drop 

or scream, 

But gases surround 

everything. 

Three states of matter are 

surrounding me, 

As solid, liquid, and gas, you 

see, 

And water can be all three 

(ice, water, air!) 

Water can be all three. 

Teacher  with children  takes 

outdoors 2-liter bottle of soda, a 

roll of Mentos, 2 index cards and 

tape. One card is rolled up to be 

a bit wider than Mentos roll and 

taped.  

The bottle is opened and index 

card placed to flat over bottle 

mouth. Carefully rolled index 

card is placed over tio if flat 

index card and Mentos stacked 

inside it.  

Then flat index card is moved 

away so that Mentos fall into 

bottle. 
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THEME: GRAVITATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 - - - 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher prepares 

different items: an 

apple, ball, a book. 

Kids take this items in 

their hands, put them 

up and drop them 

down. Kids see that 

items fall on the 

ground, gravitation 

power attracts items to 

the ground. 

Kids checks items, then 

their eyes are 

blindfolded and they 

have to determinate by 

the noise which item 

felt down. 

Kids take rock in their hand and 

drop it, conclude that rock fells 

on the ground each time, then 

they step on the chair and drop 

rock again. Consume that bout 

rocks fell on the ground. 

Teacher explains gravity. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows to kids 

picture with Earth on 

it and explains to kids 

why people don’t fly 

and stay on the 

ground.  

Kids drop items from 

different hight on 

signal “start”. The in 

the class teacher plays 

different records and 

kids are asked to 

explain which item 

fells on the ground, 

how long and why.  

Techer preppers different items: 

an apple, a book and ball. Kids 

take this items in their hands, 

touch them, and come to 

conclusion what kind of form is 

the item. Kid has to put this item 

up and drop them. Kids see that 

no matter what kind of form or 

size is the item it fells down, 

gravitation power works. 
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THEME: HEAT AND TEMPERATURE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows visual 

cards of different 

objects (cup of tea, ice, 

food, human) and asks 

to divide objects in 

cold and hot.  

Teacher talks with 

children what can be 

hot (summer, cup of 

tea). Asks what actions 

should be done to be 

safe from heat. 

Children are given objects (warm 

boiled egg, milk in room 

temperature, etc.). Children are 

asked to test and measure which 

objects are hot and which – not.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

make aplique of sun. 

Makes common 

exhibition of work and 

discuss why sun can be 

hot in summer and is 

not so hot in winter. 

Teacher talks with 

children and asks to 

name different hot 

objects. Asks how it can 

be known it these 

objects are hot. Discuss 

the level of heat in 

nature (plants, weather, 

sun). 

For safety issues teacher must 

follow actions. The bowl with 

water is put on construction. 

Below is lighted candle. Children 

try to measure how fast water 

becomes warmer.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw “hot” objects. 

After activity children 

are asked to put in 

sequence all drawn 

works from coldest to 

hottest object. 

Teacher talks with 

children how can 

evaluated if object is 

hot or not. What tools 

are used by humans 

(hands, thermometers). 

Discuss safety 

requirements to test 

objects. 

Teacher creates system – table 

lamp is turned on for children 

goups of 4 participants. Different 

objects (icecream, rock, sand, 

etc) are given to groups and put 

under lamp. Children are asked 

to determine if they can measure 

that temperature is raising.  
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THEME: ICT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

pictures with most 

popular use electronic 

equipment (laptop, 

smartphone, etc.). 

Discuss what electronic 

equipment children 

have seen at home and 

who usually use it.  

Use digital stand or digital table 

with screen touch technology to 

move objects in it. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

that electronic devices 

have input and output 

devices. Shows that 

touch screen 

equipment is 2 in 1 

device.  

Discuss what electronic 

equipment children 

have seen at home and 

who usually use it.  

Discuss what purposes 

is used electronical 

equipment most.  

Use digital stand or digital table 

with screen touch technology to 

move objects in it. 

Teacher loads season picture 

and asks children by touch 

screen to order them in right 

sequence.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational movie file 

about computer basic 

components.  

Children observe 

poster and try to name 

each component.  

Discuss what electronic 

equipment children 

have seen at home and 

who usually use it.  

Discuss what purposes 

is used electronical 

equipment most. 

Discuss safety rules to 

be observed by using 

ICT equipment. 

Use digital stand or digital table 

with screen touch technology to 

move objects in it. 

Teacher loads 

intercommunicative game that 

demands to use touch screen 

with right choices of answers. 
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THEME: IMPERISHABILITY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of rocks, oceans, sky. 

Asks to name all 

objects. 

Teacher discuss with 

children what 

characteristics have 

rocks, oceans and sky.  

Children makes installation – from 

folium paper designs rocks and 

decorates room. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher makes an 

educational rope with 

proportional age marked 

– when universe was 

created, when life 

started to form on earth, 

when oceans and rocks 

formed and when 

human developed. 

Compare aging line. 

Teacher compares 

animals with rocks, birds 

with sky and asks which 

objects are greater and 

why.  

Describes that rocks, 

oceans, sky formats in 

longer period that 

animals and plants.  

Makes the model of world – on tray 

builds rocks, uses water, sand, etc.  

Makes exhibition of all trays.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher makes an 

educational rope with 

proportional age marked 

– when universe was 

created, when life 

started to form on earth, 

when oceans and rocks 

formed and when 

human developed.  

Compare aging line. 

Teacher explains that 

nature processes foresee 

if something changes – a 

new creates.   

Debate with children and 

ask to give samples in 

nature of this.  

Makes the model of world – on tray 

builds rocks, uses water, sand, etc.  

Makes exhibition of all trays. 

Discuss approximately which time 

such life was developed. 

Discuss how old are most popular 

objects of country.  
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THEME: INERTIA 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are asked to 

make from plasticine 

round stone. When 

finished children are 

asked to unite all 

stones in one. Try to 

pick it up.  

Teacher explains words 

“heavy” and “light”. 

Discuss if it is easier to 

pick up heavy or light 

objects. Names heavy 

and light objects. 

Children are given different size 

stones. Teacher asks them to 

evaluate and compare which 

stones are heavier than others.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows the 

glass, puts on it plastic 

card and on it – coin. 

Shows that card 

striked by finger flies 

away but coin falls in  

glass. Explains that 

coin is heavier and 

can’t move so fast as 

card and therefore 

falls.  

Teacher discuss  with 

children when traveling 

in a train or any other 

vehicle, human 

continue to move 

forward when it stops. 

Discuss if children have 

been in such situation 

and why it happens.  

Children are given different 

size balls from light to heavy. 

From one point try to roll them. 

Evaluates which balls is easier 

to roll. Discuss that objects that 

are heavy moves slower.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows that 

glass full of water can 

be reversed  without 

any drop if it is done 

very fast. Shows that if 

on table are heavy 

vases or pots and 

blanket is teared out 

very fast, objects 

remain the same 

position. Discuss that 

if object is heavier it is 

more difficult to start 

it’s movement and 

also to stop it.  

Teacher explains 

process of inertia by 

explaining heavy and 

light object interaction. 

Discuss where can be 

observed inertia (going 

by bicycle and 

immediately stopping, 

public transport by 

hanging in hangers and 

if transport stops, etc.) 

Every child has glass, plastic 

card and coin. Tries to strike card 

from side by snaping and if card 

flies away, coin should fall in to 

glass. Discuss  that coin is 

heavier and can’t move so fast as 

card and therefore falls. 
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THEME: LAB TOOLS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of different lab tools and 

asks to name the 

objects.  

Teacher discusses what 

lab tools children have 

observed in daily life use 

(pipette for medicine, 

measurement cylinder for 

cooking etc.). 

Children try to work with pipette – 

take liquids from one bowl and 

drop it in other.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows most 

popular lab tools (test-

tubes, frame for test-

tube, pipettes, 

measurement cylinder). 

Shows process of 

adding liquids (food 

colors) in test-tubes.  

Teacher explains lab tool 

using process and safety 

rules to be considered to 

work with demonstrated 

lab tools.  

Teacher provides children different 

liquids to test working with them in 

test-tubes.  

When finished discuss why tubes 

have different color if has the same 

ingredients used. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows lab tools 

equipment (test-tube, 

measurement cylinders, 

balance, pipette, etc.). 

Discuss purpose of each 

tool. 

Teacher explains lab tool 

using process and safety 

rules to be considered to 

work with lab tools kit. 

Teacher provides children different 

liquids and metals to test working 

with them in test-tubes and 

balance. Compares results.  
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THEME: LENS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are shown 

photos. Teacher asks 

them to sort – pictures 

with animals from 

other. 

Children learns word 

“lens”. Teacher 

explains why it is 

different from classic 

glass. 

Chıldren are introduced with 

magnifier. Children observe 

different objects with magnifier. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are explained 

that camera has lens 

can fix pictures. 

Children can try to 

make some photos. 

Teacher shows 

different season 

photos and asks to 

determine which is 

summer and shich – 

winter.  

Children learns word 

“lens”. Teacher 

explains why it is 

different from classic 

glass. Asks to tell what 

objects have lens 

(glases, magnifiers, 

microscopes) and what 

purposes they are used.  

Each children are given 

magnifiers and different 

objects. Children observe 

objects and tell what details 

they can see.  

Teacher shows how through 

magnifier with sun ray can be 

warmed up surface of table.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are explained 

that camera has lens 

can fix pictures. 

Children uses camera 

to make photos of 

different object within 

teacher told task. After 

that prints photos and 

makes exhibition. 

Children learns word 

“lens”. Teacher 

explains why it is 

different from classic 

glass. Asks to tell what 

objects have lens 

(glases, magnifiers, 

microscopes) and what 

purposes they are used. 

Teacher talks what 

safety rules should be 

noticed during work 

with lens. 

Each children are given 

magnifiers and different 

objects. Children observe 

objects and tell what details 

they can see.  

Children are introduced to 

microscope. Teacher with 

children observe bugs and plants 

with microscope.  
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THEME: LIFE EXISTANCE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

different object 

pictures (alive / 

inanimate). Children 

need to sort them in 

two groups.  

Teacher discusses with 

children what objects 

in life are alive and 

what characteristics 

show that.  

Outdoors teacher with children 

observe plants, animals, ground 

etc. to determine in nature live/ 

inanimate objects. Discuss how 

children have determined these 

objects. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of different type of 

live creatures (birds, 

fishes, humans, 

animals, etc.). Asks to 

find in set of pictures 

inanimate subjects.  

Teacher with children 

discuss what human 

needs to live (water, 

sleep, food, etc.). 

Discuss if there are 

similar creatures that 

need the same and 

name them. 

Outdoors teacher with children 

observe plants, animals, ground 

etc. to determine in nature live/ 

inanimate objects. 

Teacher catches some bugs to 

look on them in microscope 

(number of legs, moving etc.). 

After observation lets the bugs 

out of microscope.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows in 

poster simple 

development of life 

from ancient times.  

Teacher with children 

discuss what smallest 

live creatures are and 

which – biggest. 

Determine that 

creatures can live in 

different environment 

and talks about reasons 

why.  

Children creates project work 

divided in groups by 4. Each 

group has it’s own creature 

(virus, animal, human, fish, 

bird) and needs to present what 

characteristics has this this 

creature and what conditions for 

life it needs.  
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THEME:LIFECYCLE OF METALS  
 

 
CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

The prescool teacher prepares used 

batteries,old aluminum plates on 

the activity desk.She/he gives 

information to the children about 

the qualities of  the materials by 

using the pictures.After that she/he 

gives information about the harm of 

the metals such as used batteries,old 

aluminum plates and old forks to 

the human health.She/he tells that 

some of these materials can  be 

reused by being sent tofactories. 

The preschool teacher prepares the 

puppets of some materials such as 

old metal goods and gives 

information about the subject.After 

that the subject is consolidated via 

the technique  of question-answer. 

The preschool teacher  prepares the coloring 

pages of the materials such as old metal 

goods,used batteries..First of all she/he gives 

information to the children about the subject.After 

that she/he asks the children to color the pictures. 

3
-5

 A
G

E
 

 

The preschool teacher has the 

children sat at the activity desks, 

and she/he  expresses that most of  

the goods we use and the food we 

eat consist of metals.After that 

she/he delivers work pages related 

to the subject to the children. 

 

The preschool teacher  has the 

children watched  a video related to 

the recycle of  oxidized iron.After 

that the subject is consolidated  via 

the technique  of question-answer. 

 

The preschool teacher prepares glue,scisors and 

colored cardboards on the activity desk.The 

children are said to be made a collection box for 

waste batteries.The collection box of 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

 

The preschool teacher expresses 

that most of the goods we use on 

the activity desks and food we eat 

consist of metals. 

 

The preschool teacher has the 

children watched the video ’’Metal 

minerals in food’’. After that the 

subject is consolidated  via the 

technique  of question-answer. 

 

The preschool teacher aranges a trip to the nearest 

factory to the school related to recycling and 

usage of the metals in the nature.After the trip  the 

subject is consolidated  via the technique  of 

question-answer.The children are asked to go to 

the activity desk and draw a picture related to the 

subject. 
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THEME: LIGHT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Kids check different 

light objects: candle, 

night-lamp, pocket-

lamp, and sun in the 

sky. Teachers shows 

each objects power in 

dark, which objects 

light is stronger and 

which is weaker. Kids 

come to conclusion 

that sun is making 

days lighter outside 

and also inside. 

Kids are listening to 

each objects sound and 

come to conclusion 

which object makes 

sound, which doesn’t.  

Teacher with kids plays the 

game –‘’Day and night’’. When 

it’s ‘’day’’ kids walk around in 

room with open eyes, when it’s 

‘’night’’ kid’s close their eyes 

with hand and lay down on the 

floor. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

In dark room teacher 

light a candle, lamp 

and day light. They 

discuss which object 

light is brightest. 

Teacher talks and 

explains children how 

light raises, phenomena 

of natural light. 

Kids take glass with different 

kind of liquids and check how 

light is lightning it. Puts a spoon 

in it and judge how does spoon, 

water and glass are visually 

reacting.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher gives pictures 

with different animals 

on them and asks kids 

to group them in order 

– which animal is the 

most active in the day 

time, which in night 

time. (owl, crow, bat) 

Kids listen to records 

with sounds of nature 

in a day time and in 

night time.  Listening 

to the sounds kids have 

to order in groups 

which animals or birds 

they can hear in night 

and day. 

Kids with gouache colors paint 

on A3 paper day and night, by 

folding page on half. Teacher 

gives pictures with animals and 

kids have to sort day and night 

animals, they cut them out and 

glue them on paper, making a 

collage.  
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THEME: LIGHTNING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children on dark 

applique paper sticks 

prior prepared clouds 

and lightning strokes.  

Teacher talks with 

children if they have 

seen lightning in nature, 

in what weather does it 

accure. 

Teacher for activity choose 

weather conditions when 

lightning is available. Outside 

with children observe lightning 

process. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children makes 

lightning strokes from 

folium paper. When 

finished draws with 

guache storm and 

sticks folium lightning 

strokes with glue.  

Teacher with children 

learns rhymes with 

appropriate movements 

in native language 

(sample): 
Thunder crashes. 

Lightening flashes. 

Rain makes puddles, 

So I can make splashes. 

Teacher for activity choose 

weather conditions when 

lightning is available. Outside 

with children observe lightning 

process. Discuss if lightning is 

related to thunder. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children creates from 

polythene clouds and 

tie-dye them in dark 

colors. Sticks them to 

ceiling. Makes from 

folium lightning 

strokes and also sticks 

to ceiling.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
When a storm begins in the 

clouds, 

It sometimes may look 

frightening. 

You see a quick electrical 

spark-- 

Flash! goes the lightning! 

Long and thin and streaky 

and fast, 

Its glow is oh so 

brightening. 

Watch for the electric 

spark-- 

Flash! goes the lightning! 

When a storm begins in the 

clouds, 

It truly is a wonder. 

You hear a rumble loud in 

the sky-- 

Clap! goes the thunder! 

Lightning bolts are heating 

the air, 

Over clouds and under. 

When the air expands 

enough-- 

Clap! goes the thunder. 

 

 

Teacher for activity choose 

weather conditions when 

lightning is available. Outside 

with children observe lightning 

process. Discuss if lightning is 

related to thunder.  
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THEME: LIQUID 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

pictures with different 

objects and asks 

children to sort liquids 

from other objects. 

Teacher talks with 

children about water 

and it’s qualities.  

Asks children to 

describe what liquids 

do they use daily. 

Children have bowls with 

different liquids – water, liquid 

soap, mineral water with gas. 

Children put hands in each liquid 

and describes feelings.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher provides 

pictures with different 

objects and asks to 

choose from them 

liquids. Discuses in 

what situation does 

these liquids are used. 

Teacher asks to 

describe what features 

have different liquids – 

water, liquid soap, oil, 

vinegar.  

Children are asked 

where these liquids are 

used and safety rules 

should be considered to 

work with these liquids.  

Children makes in different 

bottles samples of liquids (water, 

liquid soap, oil, etc.). Compares 

them. Try to mix them. Teacher 

explains each liquid consistence.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher provides 

pictures with different 

objects and asks to 

choose from them 

liquids. Discuses in 

what situation does 

these liquids are used. 

Discuses which of 

objects are usually 

liquids but may also 

have other forms 

(bottle of milk if 

frozen, candle melted 

etc.). 

Teacher with children 

learns adapted song in 

native language 

(sample): 
A solid is something that 

you can touch. 

It may bounce or scream but 

it won’t change much. 

A liquid will run right past 

your hand, 

But swish it around in a can. 

A gas won’t swish or drop 

or scream, 

But gases surround 

everything. 

Three states of matter are 

surrounding me, 

As solid, liquid, and gas, 

you see, 

And water can be all three 

(ice, water, air!) 

Water can be all three. 

 

Children makes in different 

bottles samples of liquids (water, 

liquid soap, oil, etc.). Compares 

them. Try to mix them and 

observes which liquids react 

different from water. 

Teacher shows reaction of 

vinegar with liquid soap if 

shaked.  
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THEME: MAGNET 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher demonstrated 

magnet and 

interaction of magnet 

with metallic objects.  

Teacher teaches words, 

describes verbs related 

to word like “attract”, 

“pull off’, etc. 

Each child gets the magnet and 

tries in group what objects 

reacts with magnet and which 

not. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrated 

magnet and 

interaction of magnet 

with metallic objects. 

Teacher teaches word 

“magnet” and asks 

children to tell what 

magnet does. Describes 

objects which act like 

magnets (Earth 

Each child gets the magnet and 

tries in group what objects 

reacts with magnet and which 

not. 

Sorts objects and discuss what is 

common to objects that reacted 

with metal.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

compass and use of it. 

Describes North / 

South positions and 

describes the basic 

nature observation 

within these 

directions. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
It’s a magnetic world. 

The Earth’s a magnetic 

place. 

Everywhere, all around, 

you’ll find magnets. 

In computers and t.v sets 

and microphones, 

They even hold doors 

closed around your home. 

Every magnet has a north 

pole, 

A south pole too. 

Each pole has its own 

molecules. 

They create a force, 

A magnetic field, 

That attracts metals like 

iron and steel. 

 

Outdoors children try to observe 

by nature objects (shadow, moss 

etc.) the directions on North / 

South. Teacher explains that 

these directions works for 

compass as magnet. 
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THEME: MEASURING FORCE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of human 

activities and asks to 

sort them in those 

where human is active 

and other ones. 

Teacher discuss with 

children why do 

humans need power (to 

carry carriage, to push 

the doors, etc.). Asks 

where children have 

power hidden.  

Children are asked to participate 

in reorganization of room by 

changing position of tables and 

objects in room. Teacher asks 

where the object should be 

moved. After changes new 

planning is left for some time. 

Explains that carried movements 

was work and everybody needed 

force to realize it.   

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are making 

the project work in 

groups by 4. Children 

have paper with drawn 

human body. Children 

have to draw around 

objects that human can 

through, push, impact, 

etc.  

Teacher with children 

learns song with 

movements in native 

language (sample): 
I want to do some work 

But I gotta find some force. 

Yes, I wanna do some 

work, 

But I gotta find some 

energy 

to produce the force. 

Then I can say it will 
be in motion. 

Motion, a change in 

position. 

 

Each child use elastic rope and 

measures it. In evening children 

hangs in rope heavy stone and 

leaves in preschool for night. 

After coming back children 

measures length of rope and 

compares with teachers sample 

before hanging object.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

dynamometer and 

explains that it is used 

like balance to 

evaluate how different 

objects can affect 

spiral. 

Discuss what happens if 

humans use more 

power than necessary to 

do some activities like 

opening door, moving 

tables, etc. Discuss if 

human has enough 

power to move walls, 

rocks etc. and why.  

Children makes construction of 

fixed two boards with bolts. 

Between these boards put 

differenct objects (egg, apple, 

stone) and evaluates how close 

should boards be moved on to 

other to smash these objects. 

Discuss results.  
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THEME: MEASUREMENT OF 

TEMPERATURE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of boiling can, 

snow, meal, etc. Asks 

which are cold and 

which – hot objects. 

Teacher asks children 

to name what can be hot 

and what cold. Talks 

how to know is 

something is hot or 

cold.  

Teacher gives every child one 

rock from fridge and one in room 

temperature. Asks to compare 

which has been warmer. After 

some minutes asks to compare 

oncemore to determine that both 

have became the same. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows classic 

thermometer and 

provides plastic toys 

thermometers in 

group. Asks to show 

how it should be used 

and what is on it.  

Teacher tells children 

the purpose of 

measuring temperature. 

Asks children to tell in 

what situations they 

have measured 

temperature (being 

sick) and what is used 

for it. Asks what else 

can be measured by 

thermometer. 

Gives children ice cube, fruit 

and boiled egg. Asks to 

compare and put objects in 

right sequence from coldest to 

hottest. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

children thermometer. 

Tells how it is built 

(scale, degrees and 

measuring line) and 

what is purpose of it. 

Asks children to draw 

situations when 

thermometer is being 

used (being sick, 

outside, cooking, 

bath). 

Tells what is hot, what 

is cold (zero degrees), 

what is humans body 

temperature (36 

degrees) and boiling 

temperature (100 

degrees). Discuss why 

it is important to 

measure temperature 

and what thermometers 

they have seen (digital, 

baby, LED stands etc). 

Teacher must follow all  actions 

due to safety issues.  

Teacher provides divide children 

in 3 groups. Each group is given 

one thermomet. One goup 

measures temperature of glass of 

cold milk, one measures 

temperature of one kid and last 

one – water of 45 degrees. Then 

all groupes gathers and compares 

measurement line with scale and 

determines which object had 

highest / lowest temperature. 
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THEME: MELTING AND HARDENING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Shows pictures of 

different objects and 

asks children to 

identify are they hard 

or liquid. 

Teacher explains 

difference between ice 

and water. Asks 

children for what 

purposes humans use 

water and what – ice. 

On the table with turned on lamp 

children are observing and 

playing with ice cubes. When 

melted teacher with children 

taked it to fridge. When hardened 

children takes it out to observe.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw their favourite 

lake in summer and in 

winter. After finishing 

children explains what 

is difference of 

consistence of water.  

Teacher tells about 

seasonal process how 

water freezes in winter 

and melts in spring. 

Explains the necessity 

of changing 

enivronmental 

conditions to provide 

this process. 

On the table with turned on lamp 

children are observing and 

playing with ice cubes. When 

melted teacher with children 

taked it to fridge. When hardened 

children takes it out to observe.  

Try the same with stone (nothing 

happens) and liquid soap 

(happens in longer time). 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

create from nature 

materials picture with 

candle and explain 

what happens when is 

is lighted.  

Talks with children 

about substances that 

can harden and later 

melt (ice, metals, etc.). 

Discuss why melted 

materials and for what 

purposes are used daily 

(jewellery, car 

production, etc.). 

Teacher must follow all  actions 

due to safety issues.  

Teacher with children melts on 

candle light piece of wax. When 

melted each child pour into glass 

with fixed wick his melted wax. 

Add food pigment to have 

colorful candle. Put to harden it.  
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THEME: METALS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows pictures 

of different metallic 

objects in environment. 

Asks to name them. 

Teacher teaches word 

“metal”. Asks to name 

metallic objects in room. 

Teacher gives samples of different 

metals – cast iron, iron, copper, etc. 

Children touch and characterize it.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with visualization of 

different metals. Discuss 

what objects are created 

from what metal. 

Teacher discuses with 

children meaning of word 

“metals”. Identifies 

together common 

characteristics.  

Teacher shows different metallic 

objects. Children observe them and 

identify from which metal they are 

produced.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher snows 

educational movie about 

metal life cycle 

(channel: Youtube). 

Discuses with children if 

all metallic products 

(spoons, pots) can be 

produced also from 

different materials (glass, 

etc.)? 

Asks children to name 

metals they have seen.  

Children are making project work – 

collect 10 metallic objects, sticks 

them to stand and presents what 

metal are these objects produced 

of.  
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THEME: MIRROR 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher provides 

children with foil 

paper. Children stick it 

carton and creates 

“mirror”. 

Learns the word 

“mirror”. Explains the 

function of mirror. 

Teacher provides each child 

mirror and asks them to put the 

finger to nose, eyes, makes 

different grimaces. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher provides 

folium paper and 

plastic board. With 

children makes 

mirrors with frames. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
I look in the mirror and 

what do I see? 

One happy face looking out 

at me 

I feel so happy that I'm here 

today 

And there's no one as happy 

as me I say 

There's no one as lovely as 

me I say  

 

Children are given mirrors and 

asked to create “sun bunnies” to 

all group walls on each wall 

equal number. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher provides 

folium paper and 

plastic board. With 

children makes 

mirrors with frames. 

Teacher shows how 

mirror can be created 

with glass and 

coloring spray. 

Compares results.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
I look in the mirror and 

what do I see? 

Two big eyes staring out at 

me 

They look at me so brightly 

and I can see 

There's no one as lovely in 

the world as me 

 

I look in the mirror and 

what do I see? 

One little nose sticking out 

from me 

I use it to smell everything 

everyday 

And there's no nose as 

lovely as mine I say 

 

Teacher divides children in pairs 

and plays game – one kid is 

mirror, other shows different 

movements and “mirror” shall 

movew identically. Then 

switches. 
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THEME: MOON 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children from folium 

paper cuts circle (prior 

line is drawn) and 

sticks with glue to 

paper.  

Teacher learns with children 

song with movements in native 

language (sample): 
The man in the moon, 

Looked out of the moon 

Looked out of the moon and said, 

“It’s time for all the children on earth 

To think about getting to bed!” 

Teacher in early 

morning / late evening 

asks children to 

observe the moon 

outdoors. Discuss 

where it is and how it 

looks like. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children from foam 

plastic are making 

round moon. Colors it 

with silver color and 

hang it up in ceiling.   

Teacher learns with children 

song with movements in native 

language (sample): 
Now the moon in a huge old ball, it 
seems... 
The biggest light in the sky... 

But it's a trick,  I hope you know... 

It's just a reflection, that's why... 

So when you look in the sky and see.... 
My face,  just half or a sliver... 

Just know the phases of the moon 

Sometimes cause people to shiver... 

 

Teacher in early 

morning / late evening 

asks children to 

observe the moon 

outdoors. Discuss 

where it is and how it 

looks like.  

Compares with sun. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are shown 

process of lunar 

phases on posters. 

Discuss length of 

lunar phases. Discuss 

moon’s shape.   

Teacher learns with children 

song with movements in native 

language (sample): 
We’re flying to the moon. 

We’re going to blast off soon. 

Grab your helmets and your suits. 

We’re flying to the moon. 

Did you feel the blast? 

We’re climbing up so fast. 

Hang on tight, what a sight! 

We’re flying to the moon. 

We’re soaring through the air. 

I think we’re almost there. 

Retro Rockets going off! 

We’ve landed on the moon! 

(Jean Warren) 

Teacher in early 

morning / late evening 

asks children to 

observe the moon 

outdoors. Discuss 

where it is and how it 

looks like.  

Determines what is the 

lunar phase of moon. 
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THEME: MOVEMENT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher presents 

different kind of 

transport movement:  

airplane, car, bicycle. 

Then with related 

color card kids have 

to mark which 

transport moves fast, 

middle fast and slow.  

Red card – fast. 

Orange card- middle 

fast. 

Yellow card – slow.   

Teacher plays a record 

with different 

movement noises:  

ridding car, people 

crowd, wind in forest. 

Kids explain which 

noise is related to fast 

movement and which 

to slow. 

Kids listening to teachers order 

moves in class. Fast – run, 

middle fast – walk, slow – 

crawls.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

For the task each kid 

needs different size 

car. Standing on one 

line, each kid pushes 

his/hers car. Then kids 

observe which car got 

to the aim faster and 

which slower. 

Teacher plays different 

audial records of 

transport and asks kids 

to relate which noise 

dose make driving car 

and which is static 

noise. (Example:  wind 

in the forest)  

Teacher asks kids to take ball in 

their hands and slowly roll it in 

room. Then asks them to do 

same thing, but faster, and count 

it out loud. Kids have to 

conclude how many seconds it 

takes in slow movement and 

how many in fast.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teachers shows clock 

and time indicator. 

Explains which 

indicator shows 

seconds, which 

minutes and which 

hours. Kids observe 

each indicators 

movement and 

conclude which 

indicator moves faster 

and which slow. This 

task takes longer time, 

because you can see 

minute indicator 

movement right away.  

Teachers shows clock 

and time indicators. 

Explains which 

indicator shows 

seconds, which minutes 

and which hours. Kids 

observe all indicators 

and by the noise they 

explain which indicator 

moves fast and which 

slower. By the noise 

they have to explain 

which indicator moves 

(seconds, minutes, 

hours).  

Teacher shows clock and time 

indicator. Explains which 

indicator shows seconds, 

minutes and hours. Kids set the 

time on the clock and observe 

how fast does hour indicator 

moves by spinning the button 

and how fast minutes indicator. 
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THEME: MOVEMENT IN NATURE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

children poster with 

moving and non-

moving objects. Asks 

children to name 

which moves, which 

not. 

Teacher explaines nams 

“stop”, “go”, “run”, etc. 

That describes different 

stages of movement. 

Tries with children 

what are movements 

during these words.  

Teacher explains that every 

human also children are part of 

nature. Explains reasons of 

moving and invites children to 

play game. When music is turned 

on, everybody moves in round. 

When music stops, everybody 

stops.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher provides 

visual material – table 

fountain and shows 

how different objects 

move in flow. Aks 

children to create their 

paper leafs to be used 

in fountain. 

Teacher with children 

learn the poem like this 

(adapted to native 

language): 
Autumn leaves from the 

treetops 

Flutter down to the ground, 

When the wind blows his 

trumpet, 

See them whirling around. 

Tra, la, la, la, la, la, la, 

Tra, la, la, la, la, la, 

When the wind blows his 

trumpet, 

See them whirling around. 

Children outdoors are asked to 

determine nature objects that 

can move and identify if these 

objects are moving fast or slow.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

create installation to 

be able to roll down it 

apple. Works in group 

and finally discuss 

what movements 

makes nature products 

and plants. 

Teacher discuss with 

children that not only 

plants moves but also 

animals. Discuss if 

animals move fast and 

why do they change 

speed of move.  

Learns commonly song: 
Kitty white so slyly comes 

To catch the mousie gray, 

But mousie hears the kitty 

come, 

And quickly runs away! 

Run, run, you dear little 

mouse, 

Run quickly 'round the 

house, 

For kittycat is catching up, 

And she might eat you for 

her sup! 

Children outdoors are asked to 

determine which are natural 

objects and how they move. 

Discuss if movements are 

comparable with weight of 

object. Tries how different 

objects cam move if wind blows.  
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THEME: NETWORK 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows picture 

of spider and his net. 

Teacher shows alive 

spider in can and asks 

children to observe it 

how it produces 

network.  

Teacher asks children 

to tell what spider net 

consist of and explains 

how it is built to be 

larger.  

Try to create spider net from 

ropes in common work.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

different types of nets 

(spider net, fishing 

net, computers in net). 

Children names 

common and opposite 

elements if networks 

compared.  

Teacher explains what 

nowadays network is 

used for (contacts, 

storage of information, 

etc.). 

Talks what are benefits 

of large 

communication group 

within small one 

compares with 

preschool children 

group. 

Children play game of silent 

phones. First children stands in 

one row and whisper one word 

each other. Then makes more 

complicated rows and evaluates 

if result is faster and precise.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

different types of nets 

(spider net, fishing 

net, computers in net). 

Children names 

common and opposite 

elements if networks 

compared. 

Teacher explains why 

network is related to 

ICT by giving photo 

of one computer, one 

office computers and 

large factory room of 

computers.  

Teacher talks with 

children what 

impressions they have 

if talking about 

network. Asks if 

anybody knows 

Internet. Discuss that 

group is also network 

and debate why. 

Children play game of silent 

phones. First children stands in 

one row and whisper one word 

each other. Then makes more 

complicated rows and evaluates 

if result is faster and precise.  

Discuss how the result could be 

improved.  
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THEME:ORGANIC PRODUCTS 

 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

The preschool teacher hangs the 

pictures of organic 

products,organic fruit and 

vegetables on the classroom 

noticeboard.She/he gives 

information to the children about 

the natural shapes and tastes of 

the pictures. 

 

The preschool teacher gives 

information about the formation of 

organic products by using 

puppets.Then a story is created. 

The preschool teacher  sticks the pictures of 

organic and  non-organic products on the 

cardboards and gives information to the children 

by showing them.Then the cards are delivered 

tothe center of the classroom.Music is on and the 

children dance.When the music stops,they gather 

the pictures of organic products.The game goes 

on like that. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

The prescool teacher hangs the 

pictures of organic and non-

organic products on the 

noticeboard.After that they are 

asked to circle the organic 

products and do cross for the non-

organic products in the work 

pages. 

 

 

 

 

The preschool teacher gives 

information to the children about the 

‘’Organic products’’.After that she/he 

has them watched a video related to 

the subject. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The preschool teacher gives information to the 

children about the organic products.Then 
together they put organic soil and plant 

strawberry into a flower pot,and they put 

inorganic soil and plant strawberry into another 

flower pot.The organic strawberry is left to grow 

in the natural process.The inorganic strawberry is 

given chemical medicine and left to grow 

up.Two strawberries are observed during the 

growing up ,too.After that it is observed that the 

organic strawberry is grown up in a long time in  

normal size as delicious.The inorganic one is 

grown up in a very short time,much bigger than 

normal with diffrerent shape and without taste. 

 

 

 

  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

The preschool teacher has the 

children watched a documentary 

about organic products.After that 

the work pages are given to the 

children  and they are asked to 

draw the organic products on 

pages and take them to the red 

box, and the inorganic products to 

the blue box. 

The preschool teacher   gives 

information to the children about the 

organic products.Then the drama is 

studied about organic products.  

 The preschool teacher says to the children that 

they will play the game ‘’the  Organic Product 

Hunters’’.The roads with electricity bands are 

built in the classroom.The pictures of organic and 

inorganic products are sticked on the roads 

randomly.The children are asked to be organic 

product hunters.When the teaher says ‘’ the 

organic product hunters!Find the organic products 

and stand on them’’,all the children go to the road 

they want and try to find the pictures of organic 

products.The child who finds the picture firstly 

and stands on itwins the game and is 

clapped.Then if the winner wants,he/she gives the 

commads himself/hersef. 
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THEME: ORGANICS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows different 

organic liquids (oil, 

water, etc.) and organic 

products (stone, sand, 

etc.). Asks to sort 

pictures as liquids and 

solid objects. 

Discuss what organic 

products does daily 

children use.  

Teacher provides children organic 

liquids and products for touching, 

Children are asked to describe 

them. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows different 

organic liquids (oil, 

water, etc.) and organic 

products (stone, sand, 

etc.). 

Teacher asks children to 

make applique work 

about places where 

these products are kept. 

Teacher asks to name 

organic products that 

daily are used at home. 

Asks what purpose of 

using them (except 

cooking) is. 

Teacher gives children 2 glass 

tumblers (bigger and smaller). In 

smaller children pour in oil. Put 

tumbler in bigger one and start to 

pour in oil in bigger one as well. 

Children can observe that bottom 

of smaller tumbler becomes 

invisible.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster or 

organic products and 

asks to write on poster 

each organic substance 

characteristics.  

Teacher explains for what 

purposes do organic 

products are used daily. 

Describes that vinegar is 

used for cleaning, soda 

allows to clean spots, etc.   

To provide safety teacher must 

follow all process of experiment. 

Each child has a glass tumbler that 

is half filled with vinegar. Children 

take sore egg and slips it in 

tumbler. Then tries with forks 

handle to broke the sore egg and 

mix it with vinegar.  
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THEME: pH 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

different products and 

asks to describe their 

look and taste.  

Teacher teaches word 

“sour”. Asks children 

to name products that 

are sour. 

Teacher gives alkaline and acid 

products to taste children. 

Children try to describe taste of 

them.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children make 

applique work - 

vegetables. Teacher 

explains that 

vegetables are 

alkaline products and 

why are needed to 

every child for 

growing. 

Teacher discuses with 

children what 

characteristics have 

alkaline and acidic 

products. Tells about 

litmus test and result 

interpretation.  

 

Teacher gives children to taste 

different liquids – apple juice, 

water, berries syrup, etc. Asks to 

compare tastes.  

Then gives litmus paper and 

children test is it pH neutral, 

acidic or alkaline product.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational movie 

about pH – Acids and 

Bases (channel: 

YouTube). 

Teacher learns with 

children song in native 

language (sample):  
Everyone uses a pH scale to 

measure acids and bases in 

detail. 

Below seven are acids 

without fail;  

above seven those bases 

prevail, they prevail. 

The further below seven you 

go  

The more acidic the solution 

is bro'.  

The higher past seven you 

climb, 

The more basic it gets every 

time. 

Teacher provides different 

fruits, liquids (water, coffee, 

Coca-cola). Gives litmus papers 

and asks children to sort 

products in alkaline and acidic 

products.  
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THEME: PHYSICS AND PROFESSIONS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Shows pictures of ICT 

specialist, engineer at 

construction process 

and lab specialist. 

Explain what does 

what.  

Teacher talks with 

children about their 

parents professions. 

Identifies related to 

physic and asks 

children to explain 

what parent does.  

Teacher with children put on 

physics lab clothing, tries to put 

on gloves, protecting glasses etc. 

Teacher explains why it is 

important.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Shows pictures of ICT 

specialist, engineer at 

construction process, 

labs specialist and 

other not to physics 

related professions. 

Ask to find related 

professions from 

picture. 

Teacher names most 

popular physics 

professions and 

describes what 

specialist does what. 

Talks why these 

professions are 

necessary for daily life.  

Asks children to make project 

work divided in groups by 4. 

Each group has specific 

profession (engineer, lab 

assistant, ICT specialist, 

measurer etc.) and needs to draw 

around him what objects he 

need to do his work.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

All the activity is 

realized outside 

preschool in 

appropriate enterprise 

visit.  

Observes equipment 

engineers use daily, 

safety requirements, 

infrastructure of work. 

All the activity is 

realized outside 

preschool in 

appropriate enterprise 

visit.  

Children talks with 

engineer, who 

describes his daily 

duties, work results and 

necessity of this work. 

All the activity is realized 

outside preschool in appropriate 

enterprise visit.  

Children try engineering skills 

with simple screwing, 

observing, etc. actions and 

reflecting to engineers 

questions.  
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THEME: POLLUTION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

pictures that describes 

air, water, nature. 

Discuss what is not 

right in these pictures. 

Teacher askes what 

actions children do to 

decrease pollution 

daily? 

Outdoors teacher with children 

does in trip and observes if they 

can notice polluted environment.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of different type of 

pollution. Children 

draw actions that are 

necessary to decrease 

pollution and sticks to 

poster in accordance 

to pollution type. 

Teacher discuss why 

humans pollutes 

environment and what 

are consequences to 

other humans. 

Describes events that 

help to preserve nature. 

Teacher with children attends 

any site and cleans it from 

rubbish. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows photos 

of previously polluted 

areas and now 

cleaned. Discuss what 

pollution could be 

observed and how did 

it arise in this area.  

Teacher discusses 

specifics of non-typical 

form of pollution – 

sound pollution, light 

pollution and plastic 

pollution. 

Teacher with children attends 

any site and cleans it from 

rubbish. 
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THEME: PRODUCTION OF GLASS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows glass. 

Asks what objects are 

produced from glass. 

What objects from 

glass can be observed 

in room. 

Teacher asks children 

to characterize glass. 

Puts glass object in 

front of them.  

Children are given trays with 

kinesthetic sand. Teacher asks 

them to build up sculptures of 

glass.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

with process of 

production of glass. 

Explains process. 

Then asks children to 

repeat process 

illustration by their 

cards.  

Teacher tells about the 

process of glass 

production, showing 

components. Discuss 

what glasses can be, 

why they can broke. 

Explain the term 

“remelting”.  

Teacher takes children in trip to 

glass production company 

where glass production is 

observed.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

educational movie 

about How glass is 

made (channel: 

YouTube). 

Teacher discuss if glass 

is similar to sand.  

Discuss that sometimes 

sand can have glitter 

and this is common to 

glass.  

Discuss characteristics 

of each item – sand / 

glass. 

Teacher takes children in trip to 

glass production company 

where glass production is 

observed.  
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THEME:PROTEINS 
 

 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

The preschool teacher hags the 

pictures of meat,milk,eggs etc. on 

the classroom  noticeboard  and 

gives information about proteins 

and they are main food. 

The preschool teacher teaches a song to the 

children related to proteins.After the song 

is chatted with thechildren. 

I am a cow,i am a cow 

I eat grass,i give milk 

Drink my milk togrow up 

I am a hen,i am a hen 

I eat barley and wheat,i give eggs 

Eat the egg and choose to grow up 

I am a bee,i am a bee 

I go around the flowers and make honey 

Eat my honey,i mean to grow up 

Milk,eggs,honey 

I eat them every day 

I am healthy and strong  

I grow up,i grow up 

 

 

 

The preschool teacher blows the balloons and 

draws pictures with also proteins on them 

rapidly.Music is on and the children dance with 

balloons.When the music stops,the children 

catch the balloons and look at the pictures on 

them.The children who have the pictures of 

proteins get one point and their names are 

written on the board.The  game goes on like 

that.The child who catches the most points wins 

the game 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

The preschool teacher hangs the 

pictures of proteins such as 

meat,milk,eggs etc.,their benefits 

for human health ,the animals that  

give those products and does the 

necessary explanations.After that 

she/he gives work pages which 

have the same pictures on the 

noticeboard and asks the children to 

match  the proteins and the animals 

with lines. 

 

 

 

 

The preschool teacher has the children 

listened the song  ’’Breakfast’’.After the 

song it is chatted with the children about 

the subject. 

 

The preschool teacher draws columns on the 

cardboard and sticks the pictures of proteins on 

them.The small squares(as many as pictures) 

connected to the pictures drawn on the 

cardboard are given to the children.The children 

are asked to cut the square pictures conected to 

proteins ,put and stick them on their 

columns.Then,these works are acted as drama. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

The preschool teacher tells the 

children that protiens are the main 

constituents of  livingbeing and has 

them watched an educative video 

related to the subject.Then,it is 

chatted with the technique of 

question-answer.After that the 

children are given jigsaw puzzles 

with the pictures of proteins and 

asked to gather the pieces . 

The preschool teacher has the children 

watched  the video with the title ‘’The 

proteins and  their tasks in human body. 

 The preschool teacher says to the children they 

will do the experiment ‘’Proteins in 

milk’’.She/he puts a glass of milk,a glass of 

boiled water and a bag of fruit tea on the 

desk.First, the fruit tea is put into the boiled 

water and it is waited to be steeped for 5 

minutes.Then,milk is poured into the steeped tea 

slowly slowly.It is seen that the milk is spoilt 

and become lumpy.The reason of  this is that 

because the sitric acid which gives sour  taste to 

the fruit tea get together with milk,milk is 

spoilt.That’s why,proteins in milk surface and 

they are accumulated in the formation of  white 

particles.The experiment is done again to the 

willing children. 
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THEME: REFLECTION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Shows photos with 

gleams and asks to tell 

what season is in photo 

and how do they 

identify it. Points 

attention to reflection 

in water. 

Tells fairy tale 

(simplified) about 

Narciss that was 

looking in his gleam 

and felt in love with 

himselfe. 

Teacher provides each child 

glass with water. Invites them to 

play with fingers beyond glass. 

Uses also small toys.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows set of 

gleams pictures. Asks 

to determine which are 

gleams and which – 

nature objects. 

Children draw pictures 

of nature sites with 

lakes. 

Teacher explains and 

compares reflection 

with gleams. Asks if 

children have observed 

gleams on water 

surfaces and when.  

Teacher gives children glases 

with water and asks them to put 

in pencils. Observe reflection 

process and discuss if objects 

have changed theur psysical 

form. Tries other objects. 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows media 

about sun ray 

reflection process on 

surface of water. 

Children draws sun 

shining on water.  

Teacher explains the 

phenomena reflection 

and synonyms. 

Organizes discussion 

that can be reflected 

from water surface (sun 

rays), gleams. 

Teacher provides each child 

water with glass and picture of 

lines and arrows. Asks children 

to put picture behind glass and 

lookthrough water what happens 

with picture. Tries also other 

objects. Explains reflection. 
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THEME: REMOTE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher demonstrates 

remote.  

Provides children set 

of pictures of 

electronic devices and 

asks to choose 

pictures with type of 

device remote is used 

for.  

Discuss if children 

have observed what 

functions for remote is 

used, what it does.  

Also discuss who 

usually uses remote at 

home. 

Children are giving recording 

system remote and explains how 

to get sound louder / quiet. The 

same action is shown and tested 

by children using buttons on 

device.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

different remotes. 

Compares common 

buttons and explains 

what most common 

signs of buttons are.  

Teacher explains the 

function of remote. 

Talks about necessity 

to take information to 

device that is done by 

invisible waves. 

Gives children different remotes 

and asks to find in preschool 

which device has these different 

remotes.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

different remotes. 

Compares common 

buttons and explains 

what most common 

signs of buttons are. 

Shows infographics 

on use of remote and 

connection with 

device.  

Discuss how electronic 

devices have been 

developed since first 

devices. Discuss 

history of remote and 

compare it with mobile 

phone, alarm, etc. 

Gives children different remotes 

and asks to find in preschool 

which device has these different 

remotes.  

Discuss why remote should be 

in certain position to equipment.  
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THEME: RESISTANCE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are drawing 

lamp. After drawing 

they stick with glue 

cotton as wire.  

Teacher discuss safety 

rules of using 

electricity. 

Children are asked to find in 

room all objects that lights up 

with switches. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

different wires and 

asks children to 

describe them. Tells 

why wires can not be 

taken in hands and 

safety rules.  

Teacher learns with 

children song (Bob 

Dorough, 1977, needs 

to be adapted to native 

language): 
When you're in the dark and 

you want to see, 

You need uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Flip that switch and what 

do you get? 

You get uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Every room can now be lit 

With just uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Teacher makes the tunel in 

group room and invites children 

to test the flow of electricity by 

them as electrons. Asks to go in 

tunel – first one by one, then in 

pairs and last time – haotic all 

together. Discuss which way 

was fastest and how did they 

felt in tunel.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demostrates 3 

road models – one 

broken, one long and 

one wide. Shows car 

moving in these roads 

(1 – one and slow; 2 – 

long way; 3 – lot of 

cars can move fast). 

Describes that this is 

similar how electricity 

moves in wires.  

Teacher learns with 

children song ( Bob 

Dorough, 1977, needs 

to be adapted to native 

language): 
When you're in the dark and 

you want to see, 

You need uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Flip that switch and what 

do you get? 

You get uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Every room can now be lit 

With just uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 
Where do you think it all 

comes from 

This powerful...  
Electricity, Electricity 
Through high wires to here 

it comes,They're bringing 

uh...  

Electricity, Electricity 

Children are given different size 

plastic tubes and ropes and bowl 

with pearls. Children in pairs 

compare in whose rope pearls 

will run through faster. 

Determine why (larger size, not 

so long, etc).  
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THEME: ROTATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children make from 

sponge ball and stick 

rotating object. 

Decorates ball with 

flowers and teacher 

explains that this is 

small model of Earth. 

Teacher tells children 

about round form and 

it’s possibility to move 

fast all around. Asks 

children to name other 

nature objects with 

round shape.  

Children are given different 

nature materials (leaves, plants, 

sand, rocks, nuts, apples). 

Among these materials are round 

shape stones. Ask children to 

find round shape objects.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are observing 

globe and prom 

plasticine make their 

own small Earch 

model with colors.  

Teacher explains Earth 

characteristics and the 

Earth rotation principle, 

relation to day and night 

time.  

Children goes outdoor to 

determine where is sun, where 

is ground (Earth) and with 

teacher to guess which 

direction does earth rotate 

(East/ West). 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children participate in 

project work – 

creation of solar 

system (Sun, earth, 

stars and Moon). 

When finished 

children make 

installation and sticks 

planets to the ceiling. 

Teacher with children 

learn lyrics in native 

language (sample): 
The wheels on the bus go 

round and round. 

round and round. 

round and round. 

The wheels on the bus go 

round and round, 

all through the town! 

The mummy on the bus says, 

I love you. 

I love you, I love you 

The daddy on the bus says, I 

love you, too. 

All through the town. 

Every children receives balon 

with metalic pearl in it. The 

balon is blown and tied up. Then 

children takes balon in hand with 

direction down to floor.  

After that child rotates balon a bit 

and metalic pearl starts to rotate 

inside balon immediately.  

Teacher explains that this way 

also planets are moving in 

universe around the sun.  
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THEME: SAFETY IN CHEMISTRY 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows different 

processes of chemistry 

(mixing liquids, work 

with fire, and 

observation through 

microscope) and 

explains each process.  

Teacher talks with 

children what are rules to 

make actions with 

liquids, to measure 

something.  Determines 

rules in work with hot 

liquids or detergents. 

Teacher invites children to kitchen 

to make tea, add sugar, etc. 

Explains how process is related to 

chemistry. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster of 

chemistry actions.  

Asks children to sort 

pictures which are safe 

and which – unsecure 

for children. 

Teacher talks with 

children what are rules to 

make actions with 

liquids, to measure 

something, observing 

something in microscope.  

Determines rules in work 

with hot liquids or 

detergents. 

Children makes project work 

divided in groups by 4.  

On large paper sheets children 

draw illustrations of different rules 

that needs to be fulfilled during 

chemical actions.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster of 

chemistry actions.  

Asks children to sort 

pictures which are safe 

and which – unsecure 

for children. 

Teacher shows main 

warning signs / 

instruction signs and 

meaning of it on 

chemistry tools and 

materials. 

Teacher discuss safety 

rules that should be 

noticed during chemistry 

experiments.  

Discuss what clothing 

should be worn. 

Children makes project work 

divided in groups by 4.  

Children organize chemistry 

experiment tables, puts on 

necessary clothing, orders action 

sequence. 

When finished teacher provides 

simple experiments in mixing 

liquids.  
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THEME : SAVING THE WASTE CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
g
e 

Teacher shows students to waste 

materials. He/She asks them 

whether these materials can be 

reused or not. After that he/she 

shows them the pictures related to     

topic ’Recycling of waste’. 

The teacher asks children to watch the listen 

on musical song on ’’Recycling of 

wastes’’which was prepared for them. 

Afterwards it is organized talk with children 

related to the topic with the method of 

question-answer. 

An activity desk is prepared by the 

teacher.There is a roll of toilet paper, 

scissors, glue and colored papers on this 

desk. Children make a flower using the 

materials with the guidance of the teacher 

and this work is exhibited in the group 

room. 

3
 –

 5
 A

g
e 

The subject ’’Recycling of 

wastes’’ is explaned to the 

children by the preschool teacher 

with posters. The subject is 

reinforced by the question-answer 

method. After that the painting 

study with the subject ’’Recycling 

of the waste in the nature’’ is done 

and exhibited on the notice board. 

The puppets from plastic bottles, used 

batteries and old newspapers are prepared 

by the teacher.The children are informed 

about ’’Recycling of waste’’ being used  

these puppets. It is guided the children to 

play with the puppets. 

The children are given information 

about ’’Recycling of waste’’ by the 

teacher. Shows dresses the children with 

the cartoon waste batteries, rubbish 

bags, plastic cups, egg cartons and non-

flowing tap costumes which is prepared. 

The fashion show is done with the 

companionship of active music. During 

the show the music volume is down and 

the children are informed  about actions 

to be done.  

5
 –

 7
 A

g
e 

The educatioanl movie is watched 

about ’’Gathering waste’’ by the 

preschool teacher. After that 

children are taken to the activity 

workshop. Magazines, 

newspapers, scissors and glue are 

prepared on the desks of the 

workshop. It is required children 

to prepare a graphic with the 

subjects of  ’’Water cycling’’, 

’’Plastics cycling’’ and ’’Paper 

cycling’’.The prepared graphics 

are exhibited onto the notice 

board. 

The children are taken to the ’’Waste 

gathering factory’’ by the teacher.The 

information about ’’Recycling of waste’’ is 

obtained. 

The dramatization work related to the 

information acquired is done. After that the 

subject is reinforced by the question-answer 

method. 

The teacher prepares materials related to 

’’Gathering waste’’ and gives 

information to the children about the 

subject.The teacher asks questions about 

what to do with the materials he/she 

prepared and he/she takes their 

comments about them.Boxes are made 

with the guidance of the teacher.They are 

exhibited in a suitable place for the use 

of the school staff ,parents and guests. 
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THEME: SOFT AND HARD WATER 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

different sources of 

water (spring, tap, 

bottle, lake etc.). 

Discuss which of 

these sources children 

have seen in nature.  

Teacher talks with 

children what are 

characteristics of water. 

Discuss what taste 

water has if something 

added to it. 

Teacher prepares different water 

types (bottle water, spring water, 

water from tap). Asks children 

to taste it and asks if there is 

difference in taste.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Shows the poster with 

multiple sources of 

water and asks 

children to sort which 

are natural sources 

and which – humans 

created.  

Teacher explains what 

impact has soft and 

hard water in our daily 

life. 

Asks children if they 

have observed that 

different waters have 

different taste and what 

are differences.  

Tests water with natural 

methods: 1.Try if liquid soap 

makes lot of foam; 2. Boils 

water and observes if it has 

settlings. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Shows the poster with 

multiple sources of 

water and asks 

children to sort which 

are natural sources 

and which – humans 

created. Discuss if 

there are differences 

among these waters 

(like – can all of 

sources of water 

produce it for drinking 

issues). 

Teacher explains what 

impact has soft and 

hard water in our daily 

life. Talks about tools 

to make water more 

soft (filter systems, 

chemicals for washing 

machines etc.). 

Tests different source (spring, 

tap, bottled) water with natural 

methods:  

1.Try if liquid soap makes lot of 

foam;  

2. Boils water and observes if it 

has settlings. 
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THEME: SOLAR SYSTEM 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher gives each 

child pair of picture 

with sun and Earth. 

Asks to identify which 

is sun / Earth. 

Teacher talks about sun 

necessity for Earth and 

what influences sun. 

Teacher with children makes 

model of tiny Earth (pearl) and 

big Sun (foam plastic). 

Compares sizes.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows the 

educational carton 

about Solar system 

and planets moving 

around (channel: 

YouTube). 

Teacher discuss that 

Sun provides life 

necessary heat but life 

existence can be only 

on Earth. Compares it 

with other planets 

(temperature, size, etc.) 

Children are making installation 

of sun and Earth. The sun is 

fixed and Earth is made from 

foam plastic as movable object 

around sun. To use it for further 

educational process it should be 

fixed in metallic wire.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows picture 

of solar system. 

Identifies sun and 

explains that similar 

to Earth there are 

other planets around 

sun. Shows 

visualization of other 

planets. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language: 
Solar System...has 
nine [eight] planets! 
Solar System...asteroids 

and comets too! 

Solar System...satellites 

keep passing through 

and our solar system has 

the sun and the moon! 

The sun is so hot that no 
matter can survive 

as a liquid or solid. 

The atoms and molecules 

are all in the form of gas, 

mostly hydrogen and 

helium! 

 

Children are making group work 

on solar system.  

Each child is planet and sun is in 

middle. Children try to make 

similar movements around sun 

as planets do.  
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THEME: SOUND ARRISEMENT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Shows stand with 

objects (animals, 

rocks, sea, snow, etc.). 

Asks to put one side 

which one has sound, 

other side – without 

sound. 

Teacher hides object 

that produces sound in 

group and asks to find 

it. Makes game more 

complicated by adding 

hidden objects. Plays 

game few times.  

Provides children with multiple 

set of musical instruments. Asks 

to try how these instruments can 

be used, what is their sound. 

Shows appropriate use of music 

instrument. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Asks children to create 

from plasticine dog 

and cat. Discuss which 

animal sounds are 

more pleasant, why. 

Discuss with children 

what sounds they are 

used to listen and what 

are unexpected sounds. 

Tells that sounds may 

be natural (bark) or 

technical (driving car).  

Discuss if music sound 

is nice and how music 

sound arises (not 

recording, but 

instruments). 

Gives children different objects 

(bottle with water, 2 wooden 

sticks, paper packages, etc) and 

asks children to find way how 

with these objects can be 

created sound. 

Teacher turns music in 

recording system and asks 

children to use their music 

instruments for musical 

performance.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Aks children to draw 

objects that are 

producing sound. 

After drawings are 

finalized asks to group 

all works – natural and 

electronic / 

technological ones. 

Discuss natural 

arrisement of sound – 

how human is talking. 

Asks children to try to 

talk silent and loud. 

Asks children what 

sounds also produce 

human except voice. 

Teacher gives to every child 

elastic tube. Asks to raise hand 

up and start to wag it over had. 

When it is done the sound starts 

to arrise. Tubes should be 

different length and therefore 

sounds are different. Sound also 

changes in accordance how 

quicly wags are done. Tests with 

children waging them in 

different positions. 

Try to make musical performace. 
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THEME: SOUND VOLUME 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows children 

picture of drums, car, 

fly, clock and human and 

asks children to sort 

object that are loud and 

objects that are quiet.  

Every child choose one 

picture (drums, car, fly, 

clock and human). 

Teacher records 

simulation of sound of 

each object and asks 

children to raise their 

cards if they hear 

appropriate sound of their 

card.  

Teacher asks children to sit around 

and gives every child slapsticks or 

shakers with peas. Asks each child 

in sequence to start to clap 

slapsticks or shake shakers. When it 

is the loudest sound teacher stops 

children and explains that difference 

between silence and loud. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher asks children to 

tell what are the loudest 

objects they have heard 

and asks children to 

draw individually this 

object on paper with 

crayons. Then ask 

children to put all 

painted in sequence from 

silent one to loudest.  

Teacher records different 

sounds from audio CD 

(car signal, miaow, tram 

going, screetching of owl, 

music, children laugh, 

etc.). Asks which are 

sounds that children can 

hear in day and which 

ones – in night. There are 

no right answers, but child 

should be motivated to 

explain why he supposes 

this sound to be day/hight 

related. Teacher asks 

when it is louder – in day 

or night and why.  

Teacher invites children to play 

gade “Day and Night”. Teacher 

turns on music loud – when music 

is recorded, children can dance, 

sing, play. Then teacher turns 

music off and every child should 

lie down because it is night and 

there is silence around. The game 

is repeated few times. Teacher 

asks when it is more comfortable 

for children – when it is silence or 

loudness and why. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows children 

several musical 

intruments and asks 

children to put them in 

sequence from quiest to 

loudest. If children are 

not sure they can try to 

use them to compare two 

of them. 

When finished teacher 

asks how it is possible to 

make every instruments 

playing louder. 

 

Teacher asks children to 

choose every child one of 

musical instrument. 

Teacher offers to try to 

organize orchestra. 

Teacher turns on musical 

CD and asks children to 

play quietly their musical 

instrument when music 

has calm sound and loud – 

when it has culmination.  

Teacher invites children to make 

their own individual musical 

instruments from recycled materials 

(cans, plastics, paper, wood sticks, 

etc.). When children have finished 

they can try to play instruments and 

determine which are the loudest.  
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THEME: SPEED 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher with kids 

observe driving cars 

and walking people 

behind the window. 

Discuss who is 

moving faster and 

who slower. 

Kids are shown three 

kinds of audio with 

different speed driving 

car sound. Together 

with teacher they 

discus in which record 

car is driving fast, 

middle fast and slow. 

Kids roll cars by them self – 

fast, middle fast and slow. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher asks kids to 

check different 

pictures with car on it, 

human, bicycle, cat 

and snail. Teacher 

asks kids to put 

pictures in order from 

fastest to slowest, and 

then  discuss it 

together. 

In outside class kids 

close their eyes and 

they have to determine 

by sound which 

transport is moving fast 

and which slow. 

Kids are asked to play game – 

”Slower you go, the further you 

go.’’ 

Kids stay in a line.  

Leader  of the game stays 15m 

further then kids in line, facing 

back to players, and begins the 

game. All kids can move 

forward to leader till leaders 

says ‘’stop’’, the leader turs 

around and faces players. If 

players move after this signal 

he/she has to go back to 

beginning . Then leader turs his 

back back to players and game 

continues. Game ends when 

player gets all the way to leader 

of the game.(he wins)  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Kids are given 

different pictures with 

animals on it. Kids 

have to split this 

pictures(animals) in 

two groups. Those 

which moves fast in 

one group and those 

which moves slow in 

other. 

Kids are listening to 

different records of 

sound of moving 

animals, they have to 

determinate which 

animal moves fast and 

which slow. 

Kids play game – ‘’Who is 

faster?’’. In this game kids have 

to act out different kind of 

animals: snail, rabbit or doe. 

Snail crawls, rabbit jumps and 

doe runs. Each contestant in 

respective animal move has to 

reach the finish line. After they 

discuss which animal moves 

fastest. 
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THEME: SPEED OF MOVEMENT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows photos 

of different objects in 

movement (train, 

animal, human, etc.).  

Teacher explains words 

“slow” and “fast”. Asks 

children to name fast 

and slow objects. 

Teacher shows experiment with 

additional toy car and motorized 

one. Children observes which car 

moves faster. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw the vehicles. 

Children uses crayons. 

When finished 

children put all works 

in sequence from 

slowest to fastest 

vehicle.  

Teacher with children 

sit in circle. Teacher 

throught ball to child 

and asks to name slow / 

fast object. Combined 

and repeated several 

times to provide that 

each child participates 

in process.  

Children are making project 

work – installation of tunels, 

bridges, roads. When finished 

the ball is places in beggining 

of installation and rolled in.  

Children observe it’s way and 

determine when it was rolling 

slower and when faster.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw their favourite 

animal with guache 

colors. When 

finisched children 

have to sort all works 

in sequence from 

slowest to fastest 

animal.  

Teacher discuss with 

children how the speed 

can be observed 

(visually, by tools).  

Asks children to tell 

what can be determined 

as fast and what slow. 

Discusses the speed of 

their movement in walk 

and running.  

Children makes car models from 

recycled materials. Teacher 

helps with making tyres and 

fixing. After this work children 

tests which car is faster and 

evaluates if size, materials etc. 

has impact to speed.   
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THEME: SPEED OF SOUND 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Gives children paper to 

make aplique of bell. Talks 

about the purpose of bell – 

to produce sound. Gives 

children to touch different 

bells.  

Teacher rings bell in 

different distances and asks 

children to raise their hands 

when sound is heard. Then 

gives bell children to 

continue game.  

Teacher prepares for children clay 

paste. Together with children makes 

bells and tries if it sound can be heard 

and how far.   

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to draw 

waves. When finished 

teacher explains that this 

way also sound is moving 

in environment even if it 

seems that it is something 

invisible. 

Teacher explains how sound 

arrises and discuss if we can 

hear everything. Talks about 

distance and asks children to 

reflect how far something 

can be heard. Explains why 

we hear usually immediately 

and what if sound has 

obstacles in it’s way. 

Children divides in pairs. Each pair is 

given 2 plastic cups, wire and they 

need to create object.  

This object should be used with tight 

stretched wire – one child talks in cut, 

other one trys to listen if something is 

heard in other cup. 

 

 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

prepare intrument of sound 

and then are having 

exhibition and presentation 

of sound objects. One child 

in distance from the sound 

objects raises hand when 

hears it sound and children 

needs to determine if all 

intruments can be heard. 

Teacher explains that the 

main differences between 

sound speed can be noticed 

in water due to different 

environment (liquid and air 

compared). Explains why 

sounds seems to be more 

loud and strange in water. 

Outdoors children are asked to divide in 

2 groups. One group bell. Teacher 

stands with bell with one group and 

asks gives a sign when one kid from 

second group can run. Immediately she 

starts to ring bell and group needs to 

determine if it is possible to be faster 

than sound of bell. Then groups 

changes. 
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THEME: STARS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

From different folium 

paper (silver, golden) 

children cuts the stars 

and makes night sky 

applique work. 

Teacher asks if 

children have seen the 

stars. Records some 

native songs including 

word “stars” and when 

word is heard children 

have to clap the hands.  

In early morning or late evening 

outdoors observe stars. Discuss 

feeling in looking to stars.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Asks children to 

prepare star objects 

from folium paper. 

When finished asks to 

hang up stars at 

cailing. 

Teacher tells children 

fairy tale about stars in 

native language (origin, 

role – etc.). While 

telling asks to close 

eyes and imagine fairy 

tale in mind.  

In early morning or late evening 

outdoors observe stars. Discuss 

why stars look so tiny and what 

is actual size of stars. 

Tries to identify most bright star 

in sky. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows the 

most popular star 

systems (Ursa Major, 

Ursa Minor, North-

Star, etc.) in posters.  

 

Discuss with children 

visible and non-visible 

characteristics of stars 

(light, position, 

distance etc.). 

Children divides in groups by 4 

and makes installation of one of 

star systems learned before. 

Discuss which stars in system 

are larger and brighter. Can use 

electric or folium materials for 

installations.  
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THEME: SUBSTANCE 

DELIQUESCENCE IN WATER 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows 

experiments with 

different food coloring 

adding in water and then 

touching with cotton 

wool sticks with liquid 

soap drop. 

A teacher tells that 

different liquids can be 

mixed. Discuss what 

happens if tea is mixed 

with water or water is 

mixed with food colors.  

Teacher gives children bowls with 

water. Disseminates samples with 

oil which children pour in water. 

Teacher asks to reflect what 

happens with oil. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows pictures 

of washing clothes, 

washing dishes, making 

juice from syrup, etc. 

Discuss what is 

common to these 

processes and what aim 

of these processes is. 

Teacher explains that 

substances can be mixed 

if necessary. Discuss with 

children what substances 

usually are mixed 

(medicine with water, 

during cooking, etc.). 

Children have plates with milk 

(min fat 9%). Children drop in a bit 

different food colors. When 

finished teacher gives all children 

cotton wool sticks. Children marks 

it in liquid soap and then touch 

with it food coloring dropped in 

plate. Colors moves and makes 

colorful pictures.  

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster of 

different substances that 

consist of 2 

components. Children 

have to draw what 

components are used to 

produce these 

substances.  

Teacher asks children to 

reflect what happens if 

different substances are 

mixed (color changes, 

new function of 

substance, etc.). 

Asks what samples of 

daily life proves necessity 

of mixing liquids.  

Children have plates with milk 

(min fat 9%). Children drop in a bit 

different food colors. When 

finished teacher gives all children 

cotton wool sticks. Children marks 

it in liquid soap and then touch 

with it food coloring dropped in 

plate. Colors moves and makes 

colorful pictures.  

Discuss why pictures have arised.  
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THEME: SUBSTANCES AT MY HOME 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher shows 

pictures of different 

substances in home 

(milk, detergent, jam, 

etc.). Asks children to 

sort eatable from non-

eatable.  

Teacher discuss where 

do different substances 

are kept (kitchen, 

bathroom, etc.). 

Discuss which can be 

harmful. 

Children with teacher identifies 

what substances are placed in 

preschool and for what 

purposes. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of home. Children 

draws different 

substances in right 

places at home. 

Teacher invites 

children to name safe 

and poison substances 

which are kept at 

home. Discuss what 

purpose of substances 

is.  

Children with teacher observe 

substances in preschool. Discuss 

who can use these substances. 

Tries different actions (washing 

dish, washing hands, sticking 

objects with glue), compares 

substances. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children make 

applique work of 

kitchen. Cuts out of 

magazines bottles 

with different 

substances and sticks 

them with glue in 

appropriate place on 

picture. 

Teacher discuses with 

children what are rules 

of keeping chemical 

substances.  

Children describe how 

substances look like 

and how are used at 

home.  

Children observe packaging of 

bottles and makes illustrations 

on bottles for what purposes 

substance is needed. Places 

substances in right rooms.  
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THEME: SUN 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children with finger 

paints are making Sun 

illustration. Teacher 

helps to stick prior 

prepared cotton 

clouds to picture.  

Teacher asks children 

to name the 

characteristics of sun 

(color, feeling). 

Discuss differences 

between Sun light in 

different seasons. 

Outdoors teacher with children 

observe sun through protecting 

glass.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Creates applique work 

of sun with rays. With 

crayons draw sky and.  

Teacher learns with 

children song with 

movements in native 

language (sample): 
The sun is round, a circle is 

its shape  

The sun shines light on the 

earth every day  

The sun is a star, that shines 

very bright  

It burns so hot gives us heat 

and light  

The sun is so big, much 

bigger than the earth  

A million times bigger and 

that’s the truth  

The sun shines its light on 

every thing and every one 

We all need the Energy 

From the Sun 

Outdoors teacher with children 

observe sun through protecting 

glass.  

Finds why the shadow arises 

from objects. 

Makes a tent – and observes if it 

protects by direct sun rays.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are divided 

in groups by 4. Makes 

the project work – on 

large sheet in middle 

is Sun and children 

needs to draw all 

objects that need sun 

light (humans, 

animals, plants, etc.). 

Discuss what is 

impact of sun. 

Teacher learns with 

children song with 

movements in native 

language (sample): 
The sun is a star, that’s so 

big and so massive  

It’s like a huge ball of 

burning gasses  

As the gasses burn they 

make light and heat  

The light and heat travel 

from the sun to you and me 

All plants and flowers need 

the sun, too  

Without the sun nothing 

would live, it’s true 

Outdoors teacher with children 

observe sun through protecting 

glass. Discuss where sun can be 

observed in mornings, and 

where – in evenings and the path 

of sun. Discuss where it is better 

to have garden, play, etc. to 

have sun light.  
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THEME: SWIMMING AND PHYSICS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children are creating 

applique of 

underwater with 

different fish, bird, 

rock objects. 

Discuss what can swim 

in water (fishes, 

humans, birds, etc.). 

Discuss where usually 

children swim (bath, 

pools, waterfronts).   

Teacher shows children bowl 

with water where is put leaf, rock 

and piece of plasticine. Observe 

and discuss what happens in each 

case.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are drawing 

the lake with people 

swimming in it. 

Discuss why bodies 

are under water and 

only heads can be 

seen. 

Teacher asks children 

to tell their swimming 

experience. Explains 

swimming process 

(moving hands and 

legs). Answers on 

questions. 

Children visit swimming pool 

together with trainer of 

swmming and tries basic 

swimming skills.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are making 

project work in groups 

by 4. On large paper 

sheets is prepared 

swimming pool 

picture. Children 

needs to draw what is 

allowed to do in pools 

and what is forbidden. 

Teacher tells about 

basic swimming styles 

and children discuss if 

they have swimming 

skills, what style do 

their parents swim and 

what are safety rules on 

water.  

Discuss why human 

does not sink in water 

like rock (moving and 

presure). 

Children visit swimming pool 

together with trainer of 

swmming and tries basic 

swimming skills.  
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THEME:THE PRODUCTION OF DAIRY 

PRODUCTS  
 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

The preschool teacher shows the 

pictures of the animals such as 

sheep,cows,goats that we benefit 

from their milk. 

The preschool teacher prepares the 

puppets of goat,sheep and 

cow.She/he gives information about 

the subject.Then,she/he guides the 

children to play with the puppets. 

The preschool teacher prepares the costumes of 

cow,goat,sheep,milk box,yogurt,cheese for the 

children.She/he has the children worn them in 

row.First,she/he gives information about the 

subject.Then,a drama is worked. 

3
-5

 A
G

E
 

The preschool teacher prepares 

some food such as cheese,yogurt, 

rice pudding,ice cream,cream on 

the activity desk.She/he has the 

children sat in the form of U.She/he 

expresses that those food are made 

of  milk.Then she/he calls the 

children near the desk and gives 

them an opportunity to taste the 

food. 

The preschool teacher prepares a 

drama with the title ’’Milk and 

Dairy Products’’.The game should 

be arranged that all the children 

should have duties.At the end of the 

drama it is chatted about the 

subject. 

A big box and a small box is brought to the 

classroom and they are covered with white 

papers.The black spots from drafting paper are 

sticked on the boxes.The fabric ears,plastic 

eyes,horns and mouth from materials such as 

carob etc. are used and created the head of a 

cow.The rolls of paper towels are used the legs 

of the model cow to stand on.Its tail is created 

with rope and its nipples are created with a glove 

to provide milk.After completing the model 

cow,the finger tops are holed,the milk box is 

placed into the model and milking from the cow 

is carried out.It is given an opportunity to every 

child to try it. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

The preschool teacher gives 

information to the children about 

the milk and dairy 

products.Then,she/he delivers work 

pages to them.There are the pictures 

of different food and drinks.The 

teacher asks  the children tofind and 

mark the food and drinks made of 

milk. 

The preschool teacher  has the 

children watched a video about how 

milk sold in makets comes to our 

dinner tables .Then,it is chatted 

about the subject with the technique 

of question-answer. 

The preschool teacher prepares materials such as 

various newspapers,magazines,scissors,glue on 

the activity desk.The children prepare a book with 

the title of  ’’Milk and Dairy Products’’ with the 

guidance of the teacher.The books prepared are 

exhibited first on the school noticeboard,then in 

the classroom book case. 
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THEME: TONES AND PHYSICS 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher in closed 

container 

(KinderSuprise yellow 

container can be used) 

inserts small stones and 

demostrates shaking. In 

other container is 

inserted sand etc. 

Teacher demostrates 

different sounds and 

presents materials.  

 

 

Children play their 

containers and try to 

guess in pairs which 

material is in what 

shaker.  

Discuss which sound is 

high, which is low.  

 

 

 

Children have different bowls with 

materials and can create their own 

shakers. Children play their shakers 

within teacher recorded music. 

 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher fills 4 glass 

bottles with water (1/4, 

½, ¾ and full bottle). 

After that treacher 

blows in bottles and 

each bottle has it’s 

unique tone.  

  

Teacher records audio 

file (musical 

performance). Asks 

children to repeat the 

musical performance by 

blowing in the bottles.  

 

 

Each child gets elastic tube with 

different length. Children waves it 

up the head, determines tone (low 

or high) and tries to make sequence 

row from lowest to highest tones.  

 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher prepares lot of 

glases with different 

amount of water. 

Demonstrates that if 

teacher with finger 

draws round the top of 

glase, it changes the 

tone of sound.  

 

 

 

Teacher demostrates 

simple music 

performances by using 

different amount filled 

glases. 

 

Teacher invites children to try to 

draw the upper side of glases with 

their finger and determine if sound 

is high or low. Motivates children 

to create musical performance.  
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THEME: UNIVERSE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children uses teacher 

prepared colorful 

paper objects – sun, 

star, moon and sticks 

it with glue to dark 

color paper.  

Teacher asks what can 

be observed in sky and 

what characteristics 

does these objects 

have. 

Children from nature materials 

(construction paste) makes sun, 

moon and stars. Teacher helps to 

hang up all objects in window 

and with lamp lights up 

installation. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher has prepared 

different size pearls 

(tiny to illustrate 

human, a bit bigger to 

illustrate Earth and 

large ball to illustrate 

Universe). Asks if 

Universe is reachable 

for humans now and 

with what vehicles 

(spaceshift, etc.). 

Teacher explains the 

word “universe”. Asks 

children to tell what 

objects of universe they 

have observed in their 

life (sun, moon, stars, 

sky, etc.).  

Teacher invites children to 

create poster of Universe. Asks 

children to stick to poster 

objects that are related to 

Universe.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows poster 

of universe. Explains 

the scientific version 

of creation of universe 

and asks children to 

participate in project 

work. Provides dark 

large paper sheet and 

asks children to 

prepare and stick 

objects that are related 

to universe.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
As you’re lying in bed, you 
look at the sky... 
Patterns of stars on a 
cloudless night. 
You close your eyes to take 
a snooze, 
but when you wake up it 
seems the stars have 
moved. 
Objects in the sky... 
Objects in the sky... 
Objects in the 
sky...predictable patterns 
Objects in the 
sky...predictable patterns 
During different seasons 
I see different patterns 
of stars in the sky. 
My teacher tells me it’s 
because the earth moves. 
 

Teacher invites children to 

create objects of universe. 

Creates from foam plastic large 

objects, uses Christmas lights as 

stars and sticks everything to 

ceiling. Discuss the size of 

human if compared with 

universe.  
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THEME: VAPORIZATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Children and making 

applique of tea-pot. 

Vapor is created by 

sticking fur with glue 

in appropriate place of 

applique.  

Teacher teaches word 

“vapor” and explains 

where it can be 

observed. Asks to 

repeat word.  

Teacher with children in kitchen 

boild water until vapor can be 

observed. Discuss what 

conditions are needed for vapor 

(hot water, lower temperature in 

room). 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw hot parents are 

cooking in kitchen. 

When finished teacher 

explains process of 

vapor and children 

draws it in picture. 

Teacher teaches word 

“vapor”. Discuss if it is 

the same as smoke. 

Teacher names objects. 

If object can make 

vapor children claps 

hands. If not – children 

are silent. 

Teacher with children in 

kitchen boild water until vapor 

can be observed.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

children movie file – 

Water Cycle Song 

Video (educational 

movie; channel 

YouTube).  

Discuss the difference 

between vapor and 

smoke. Determines 

when vapor can be 

determined (kitchen, 

nature proceses etc.) 

Chıldren mixes small amount of 

water with lot of salt. Each child 

pour substance in his plate. 

Leaves plate for some days on 

window-sill in direct sun rays. 

Then observes that water has 

vapourized and only salt left. 

Discuses with teacher why. 
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THEME: VIBRATION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher shows string 

instruments and 

demonstrates playing 

on them. 

Teacher tells about the 

music and that sound is 

basic component of music. 

Discuss what sounds can 

be heard and what sounds 

children like. 

Children plays string musical 

instruments and tells if they 

feel movements of string or 

can observe it.  

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

draw their favourite 

musical instrument. 

When finished teacher 

asks to sort 

instruments in strings 

instruments and 

others. Explains that 

sound is heard if string 

vibrates. 

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
Sound, sound, sound, 

What is sound? What is sound? 

Sound, sound, sound, 

It’s a vibration traveling 

around. 

The sounds we hear are 

everywhere 

Moving in waves through the 

air. 

Traveling through solids and 

liquids too, 

So many sounds old and new. 

 

Each child has bowl with 

water and objects to throw 

in. When thrown children 

observe if waves occures. 

Teacher explains that waves 

are vibrating water and what 

happens from vibration start 

to end.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher helps every 

child to cover their 

bowls with plastic 

cover. Children 

sprinkles on cover tiny 

plastic pearls. When 

talking next to cover, 

pearls start to jump up.  

Teacher with children 

learns song in native 

language (sample): 
Sound, sound, sound, 

What is sound? What is sound? 

Sound, sound, sound, 

It’s a vibration traveling 

around. 

The sounds we hear are 

everywhere 

Moving in waves through the 

air. 

Traveling through solids and 

liquids too, 

So many sounds old and new. 

Some sounds are high 

And some are low 

If the vibration is fast or slow. 

The fast sound high, the slow 

sound low. 

When you hear the pitch, 

You will know. 

Children with teacher sticks 

metal strings in wooden 

frame. String should be 

strained and different 

thickness.  

When finished children try to 

“play” this instrument and 

observe how strings are 

vigrating and making sounds.  
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THEME: VOLTAGE 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Shows lamp and 

describes the purpose 

of lamp. Asks children 

to find other lamps in 

room (ceiling lamps, 

outdoors sign lamps). 

Teacher asks children 

to tell if they have 

electric equipment 

home and what. Tells 

that every equipment 

needs feeding. Discuss 

that for these purposes 

are used wires to 

equipment.  

Turns on and off table lamp. 

Observes where wire is 

connceted. Determines what 

happens if wire is not connected 

to socket. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows 

pictures of feeded 

animal, pour in water 

on plant and lamp 

connected to socket. 

Discuss what is 

common to these 

pictures.  

Teacher asks children 

to tell if they have 

electric equipment 

home and what. Tells 

that every equipment 

needs feeding. Discuss 

that for these purposes 

are used wires to 

equipment.  

Teaches word 

“electricity:  and 

organizes discussion if 

children know what this 

word means.  

Turns on and off table lamp. 

Observes where wire is 

connceted. Determines what 

happens if wire is not connected 

to socket. 

 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher demonstrates 

the installation – tube 

which is connected to 

bowl. Water with light 

plastic pearls is poured 

in the tube and it can 

be observed that pearls 

are moving to bowl. 

Teacher explains that 

similar way is going 

electricity in wires.  

Discuss how eletricity 

is produced. Discuss 

difference between 

batteries and electricity 

in wires. Discuss safety 

rules to be considered 

while working with 

electricity.  

Turns on and off table lamp. 

Observes where wire is 

connceted. Determines what 

happens if wire is not connected 

to socket. 

Observes how numbers changes 

in meter. Discuss rules of 

switching off electricity before 

leaving. 
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THEME: WARMTH 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher melts on 

flame of candle 

chocolate, ice cream 

and ice. Together with 

kids they come to 

conclusion which item 

melts first on the 

flame.  

Kids listen to noise of 

boiling water. Come to 

conclusion, that when 

water gets related 

temperature it starts to 

make bubbles and 

makes noise.  

Kids before melting products on 

flame of candle touch them, 

notice their temperature. After 

melting the products touch them 

again and notice their 

temperature again. Come to 

conclusion that products after 

melting on the flame of candle 

become a lot warmer.   

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher shows to kids 

how sun heats up 

metal, rock and water. 

Kids are asked to 

come to conclusion 

which item is the 

warmest after.  

Teacher talks with 

children and asks them 

to explain feelings of 

warmth and what 

objects do produce it. 

Kids leave peace of  ice on the 

fake light, one peace of ice on 

white paper other on black. With 

sense of touch they determine 

ice temperature. After ice melts 

kids are asked to determinate 

it’s temperature again and see if 

it changed. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher offers to kids 

different kinds of 

drinks:  coffee, tea, 

milk and water. They 

have to pour them in 

dishes. Kids are given 

colorful cards: blue 

and red. Without 

touching them they 

have to put each card 

to related cup: blue-

cold liquid, red – hot 

liquid. 

Teacher offers to kids 

different kinds of 

drinks:  coffee, tea, 

milk and water. Kids 

together with teacher 

boils every liquid and 

listens if the noise of 

boiling liquid is 

different. (milk when it 

boils goes over the 

cattle, others liquids 

boils in the cattle) 

Teacher offers to kids different 

kinds of drinks:  coffee, tea, 

milk and water. They have to 

pour them in dishes. Kids have 

to touch every dish and put them 

in order from warmes to coldest. 
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THEME: WATER POLLUTION 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Shows pictures of 

polluted water and 

preserved nature 

sights. Asks to sort 

pictures in two 

groups. 

Teacher discuss with 

children meaning of 

word “pollution”. Asks 

to give examples how 

pollution can be 

recognized.  

Teacher gives package with 

main rubbish types (PET bottles, 

plastic bags, metal cans, etc.). 

Children can observe it to 

identify it later in nature. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Shows poster of 

objects that pollutes 

water (plants, 

factories, humans, 

ships, etc.).  

Children are asked to 

draw warning signs 

“Do not pollute!”. 

Teacher explains that 

pollution can be visible 

and invisible. Asks to 

give examples of 

visible pollution. 

Describes why 

invisible pollution 

makes significant harm 

to nature.  

Children with pedagogue go to 

closest waterfront. Observes 

what rubbish can be identified 

there and proposes how it has 

arrived in waterfront.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Shows educational 

movie file about water 

pollution and 

consequences of it 

(channel: YouTube). 

Teacher discuses with 

children the main 

reasons of water 

pollution. Talks what 

consequences arises if 

water is polluted and 

what actions can 

humans take to 

decrease water 

pollution. 

Children with pedagogue go to 

closest waterfront. Observes 

what rubbish can be identified 

there and proposes how it has 

arrived in waterfront.  

Teacher provides necessary 

tools to clean up waterfront 

territory. 
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THEME: WATER WARMING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 Teacher asks children 

to draw water with 

crayons. With fur and 

glue there are made 

waves in water.  

Teacher tells about 

water (color, objects). 

Aks children when 

water is warm (boiled, 

in summer etc.). 

Teacher with children in kitchen 

are making tea – boiling water 

and together observing how 

changes color of water whem tea 

is added. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher asks children 

what are objects were 

is water and when it is 

warm (summer – sea, 

lake, river). Asks 

children to draw with 

crayons different 

objects of water. 

Teacher talks with 

children about their 

trips to waterside in 

summer. Initiates to use 

adjectives to describe 

these trips.  

Teacher explains that in 

summer water warms due to 

sun. Invites children to try how 

it happens – the bowl of cold 

water is warmed under turned 

on lamp. When water is warm 

children are invited to put in 

rocks, grass, toy-boats to make 

installation of lake.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are divided in 

groups and each group 

is asked to prepare 

project work – aplique 

of river, lake, sea, pool 

on large paper sheets 

in summer.  

When finished 

children are creating 

exhibition.  

Teacher explains that 

water needs support to 

warm up. Describes 

tools used in daily life 

to warm water and 

proceses of nature. 

Discuss difference in 

warming speed and 

why speed is different. 

Tells how warm water 

is used in special forms 

(heating, melting, 

dezinfection). 

Teacher asks children to divide 

in groups. Due to safety issues 

teacher must follow all groups. 

Uses equipment of bowl and 

fixed candle under it. Children 

are observing with thermometer 

and clock how fast water warms 

up in 1 minute, 5 minutes and 10 

minutes. Starts in different time 

to provide different stages of 

experiment.  
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THEME: WEIGHT 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Teacher uses different 

source from nature: 

rocks, plumage e.t.c. 

Students are looking at 

the objects with their 

eyes and coming to 

conclusion that objects 

are visually different. 

Related to the object 

they put for each their 

color: heavy-brown, 

light-white. 

Using different items 

from nature determine 

their weight by noise. 

Students take this items 

and drop them from 

related high and listening 

to the noise they have to 

determine how heavy is 

the item, what noise is 

when the object is light 

and which is when its 

heavy. 

Teacher uses different materials 

from nature : rocks, plumage, e.t.c.  

and kids using their touch sense  

touch the materials and compares 

which is heavier and which is 

lighter. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Teacher puts on the 

table items: heavy rock, 

middle size ball and an 

apple. First teacher asks 

students to put items in 

order by it size and then 

by it weight. 

Children throw each item 

(rock, ball, apple) in dish 

with water. After item is 

thrown in the dish they 

have to judge which item 

is heavier. Also they have 

to observe item, heaviest 

item will drown in water, 

the lightest will stay on 

the top of water. 

Children have to wrap around each 

item rope and put item wrapped 

with the rope on the wall and mark 

on the wall how low goes the rope 

with the item. Comes to conclusion 

which item is heaviest. 

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Teacher with the kids 

makes small sculpture 

from small sprigs. On 

one big sprig, on each 

end of it they have to 

put small sprigs. Kids 

have to say which end 

of sprig is heaviest. 

Teacher with kids makes  

sculpture from small 

sprigs. On each end of 

one big sprig they put 

small sprigs. Kids have to 

say which end is heaviest 

and which is the lightest. 

When teacher points on 

the lightest end kids 

applause, when teachers 

points on the heaviest 

kids start to hit flor with 

their feet. When the sprig 

is balanced on same level 

kids clap with their hands 

and hit the floor with feet 

at the same time.  

Teacher with kids makes a 

sculpture from small sprigs.  On 

each end of one big sprig they put 

small sprigs. Kids have to balance 

big sprig. 
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THEME: WHAT COLORS PROTECT 

FROM WARMING 

 

 

PHYSICS 

 

AGE VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

1
,5

 –
 3

 A
G

E
 

Children are making 

white paper caps. 

Teacher explains 

when and why caps 

should be put on. 

Teacher names light 

colors and asks children 

to find these colors in 

their clothes. Discuss 

benefits and 

disadvandages of light 

colors. 

Children are given two dolls and 

toys clothes. Children are asked 

to choose appropriate summer 

and winter clothes and put on the 

doll. 

3
 –

 5
 A

G
E

 

Children are given 

prepared summer 

pictures with human 

body. Children needs 

to draw appropriate 

season clothes on 

prepared body with 

crayons. 

Organizes discussions 

about summer and 

clothes children wear in 

summer. Asks which 

colors they use more 

often and why. Explains 

the reasons of reflecting 

sun. 

Children takes part in 

experiment whem under turned 

on table lamp are put 2 paper 

sheets (black and white). Each 

child after some time checks 

which paper ir warmer.  

5
 –

 7
 A

G
E

 

Children are asked to 

use prepared cotton 

pieces and child 

sewing needle to 

create summer clothes 

for chosen dolls. 

Discuss what color 

cotton should be used 

in summer.   

Discuses with children 

why in summer 

everybody needs to be 

protected from 

warming and what are 

signs of sunstroke of 

heatstroke and what to 

do in these cases. 

Discuss why children 

usually have light caps.  

Teacher invites children to 

divide in groups by 4. Each 

group has table with turned on 

lamp, 2 plates with ice cube and 

colored plastic of black and 

white color. Teacher invites 

children to place cubes under 

lamp and cover them with black 

and white cover. After minute 

opens to observe which cube 

melts faster. Repeats action 

while first cube has melted.  


